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RCNZ.COM
Over 8000 pictured products covering radio control helicopters,

planes, cars, boats, yachts, model trains and all the accessories.
RCNZ offers a Money Back Guarantee,

online Parts Request form and a $5 flat shipping rate.

WEBSITE:   www.rcnz.com
811 Jones Road, Rolleston, Christchurch (Warehouse only)

EMAIL:  sales@rcnz.com
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Top: Ex-pat Roger Perretts 
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Middle: Airworld 1/5 scale F-
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All photos taken at the 
Tokoroa International Jet 
meet 
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President’s Report
Jonathan Shorer

Sometimes, you work and work and don’t seem to make any 
progress. An occasionally, you actually go backwards. We’ve 
been working to get CAA to reconsider the minimum weight for 
a device to be regarded as an aircraft since November 2015. 
The reason being, that even the lightest of craft are currently 
subject to the rules and therefore prohibited from flying in 
controlled airspace unless specific conditions are met. We 
argued that a minimum mass of 250gms would be sensible and 
permit flying small planes without causing any more risk to 
bystanders than that posed by errant sports balls. After 
changing tack several times, CAA have now decided that 
consideration of this and two other issues should be deferred 
until a full review of Part 101 can take place. It was always clear 
that changes to the rules would be done in two phases but it 
now seems that phase 2 may not come into being for another 5 
years. Given the rate of change in technology and the growth in 
the applications for remotely piloted aircraft, we think that gaps 
of 7 years between keeping the rules current is too long.

Other projects are moving ahead.  We’ve been continuing to 
improve the Wings proficiency scheme to make it more 
comprehensive.  We’ve put the full scheme on the website for 
you to take a look at and try out. If you are already qualified, give 
the test a try and give us some feedback. If you’re a club 
examiner, we are quite happy to take test results from the old 
scheme or the new one for a period of months.  We’ll take stock 
after 3 months, include any changes that are needed and then 
adopt the new scheme fully. You will find that the new scheme 
offers basic and advanced tests in all 5 key disciplines and 
additional test for the more specialised flyers. Take a look on the 
website.

We’ve also completed work on the new draft Constitution to get 
it ready for forthcoming legislative changes and it is on the 
website for you to view.  We will take stock of any comments for 
a period of 30 days after this edition of Model Flying World is 
published and then get it ready for the AGM in July.

By now, you should have all paid your MFNZ subscription 
renewal. If you are reading the magazine and haven’t renewed, 

We have recently learned that our petition to have aspects of 
CAA Rule 101 amended has been put on hold. This is 
disappointing in some ways as we thought that they were 
easy fixes, but it is now clear to CAA that they need to 
undertake a full review of the rules in order to maintain their 
credibility as they regard some parts of it as “appearing 
frivolous and devoid of any risk basis”. Documents obtained 
under the Official Information Act show that “minimal 
analysis was undertaken during the drafting of the current 
rules and no safety case was prepared”. Our position 
remains that flying model aeroplanes over unoccupied 
property is a safe occupation and that demanding owner’s 
permission is a worthless activity that allows the likes of 
DOC to engage in a cash grab. We will continue to press 
CAA for a timely review to ensure that the modellers’ voice is 
heard. 

STOP PRESS

this will be the last copy that we send to you. The change in 
dates for asking renewals brings membership into line with 
insurance cover. We hope to see an end to clubs sending in 
their subs 9 months into the year. It will be a great help to the 
membership administrator to get the job done in a timely 
manner and mean that when we hold club AGM’s, those 
attending are actually financial members. 

I’m keeping my hopes up that the autumn and winter produces 
some great flying days. I’ve had my fair share of workshop days 
through the “summer” and haven’t that much space for new 
build projects, but a 22inch Sharkface might just be squeezed in 
somewhere!

Help the F3K team defend their World Championship in 
Ukraine this year.  Buy a raffle ticket and be in with a chance 
to win a Snipe glider designed by Joe Wurts and 
manufactured by Vladimir’s Model.

Help the F3K team defend 

their World Championship

Help the F3K team defend 

their World Championship

Tickets are available from Soaring SIG committee 
members in your area or you can pay directly into 
the Soaring SIG account and we’ll send you your 
ticket number.  Just email your details and we’ll do 
the rest. Tickets are also available from Kevin 
Botherway, David James, Len Drabble, Peter 
Williams, Aniel Patel, David Griffin, Bill Derenzy, 
Peter Hewson, Jonathan Shorer. 

The soaring SIG account number is 
01 0242 0170053 22.  Make sure to 
add your name as the reference.
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Secretary’s Desk
Des Richards

Another two months have rolled by and looking at my to build 
list not much has been achieved. However the paper war 
continues and progress is a lot clearer in this area.

A big thank you to the clubs who have chased up this year’s 
affiliation fees. We have had a reasonable return and Paul has 
the new database nearly doing all he requires. The new 
membership cards are a distinctive yellow and a slight 
alteration to the design makes them appear fresher and 
clearer. A big thanks to Paul. Remember any membership 
information contact members@modelflyingnz.org.

The proposed constitution is on the web and we will accept 
correspondence until April 30, 2017. Besides the fantastic input 
from a number of members our legal expert has made a few 
final adjustments so that it is fit for purpose now and into the 
future with the new legislation. This will be up for adoption at 
this year’s AGM. The same amount of effort has gone into the 
Bylaws and they are also on the web. The third document, now 
renamed RULES FOR SIG’s, is currently being updated.

A lot is happening at the FAI that will have an impact on our 
competition fliers. The FAI have announced that aviation is 
now recognised and the FAI are part of the World Olympic 
Organisation and that two air sports codes will be flown at the 
Asian Summer Olympics and the Asian Beach Olympics. 
Watch this space for the future. Aeromodelling is not included 
at these events but will be in the near future.

A few of you have been asking how the FAI works and where 
we fit in. If you think it is worth an article in MFW please let me 
know and I will oblige. 

 
The AGM is set for the afternoon of July 8, preceded by the 
combined SIG meeting in the morning. A nomination form is 
included with this issue for those wishing to stand for a position 
on council. It will also be on the web by the time this issue 
reaches you.

Membership. Remember if you have not paid your affiliation 
fees by the end of this month, March 31, then you are not a 
member as at April 1. I have been asked how does this affect 
me. The answer is, you are flying without the MFNZ insurance 
cover, your wings rating is not active, the CAA conditions on 
overflying land does not apply to you. ALL benefits of 
membership cease until you pay your sub.

Model Flying World, our magazine, is not reaching some of 
you. Either because we do not have your correct Postal address 
or because the Post Office haven’t bothered to deliver it. Every 
issue I am sending out between twenty and thirty magazines for 
the second or sometimes third time due to non-delivery. The 
powers that be in the post office don’t seem to care so we need 
to give them some clear proof and get them to respond. Each 
issue costs us four dollars to send, post and envelope, plus 
extra magazines at five dollars each. As you can see it becomes 
and expensive and exasperating exercise for both you and me. 
If you don’t receive you magazine approximately two weeks 
after the mailing date, normally the first of the month after the 
deadline, please email me so we can present a case to the Post 
Office. This problem has effected wings badges being mailed as 
well. Thank you all for your help on this one as we need to cut the 
extra fifteen hundred dollar a year unnecessary cost.

Till next issue – Take Care, Fly safe and HAVE FUN

Rob Wallace and Bryce Rackley at New Plymouth Control Line site after 
setting the first F2F team race heat record of 4.03.87 seconds. He was 
unable to do a final time due to no other models available for the final.

The Carbon Wing was bought from John Cuthbert from England, 
Accidentally sat on by Chris Murphy in France, repaired by Dave Ackery 
and made into a model in Auckland, flown in Perth after the World 
Control Line Champs and came 2nd in the final with Andrew Robinson 
pitting and set the personal best record heat time in New Plymouth with 
Bryce Rackley pitting. Hopefully the time will be bettered but at least I 
can say I had the lead for a little while anyway.

Constitution
NZMAA / MFNZ Constitution.

The final draft constitution is now on the website under the documents tab. Following an 

intense review by a number of members, for which we are very grateful, our legal adviser has 

also given it his stamp of approval. Any comments you may have, please send to the secretary 
thbefore April 30 .

F2A Team Race Heat Record
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WATTS UP HOBBIES
Making Electric Flight Easy

Volt 680AC Multi-Function 
AC/DC Charger 
$109.00

NZ Sales Agent for Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems, Airsail Retail, Websales & Mail order
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

NZ Sales Agent for Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems, Airsail Retail, Websales & Mail order 
www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Ph: 09 233 4014
Email: theteam@airsail.co.nz
Postal: Native Road Rd1 Tuakau
Delivery: 299 Native Road, Pukekawa 2696 New Zealand
Contact John & Sharon Danks for all your modelling needs

Ph: 09 233 4014
Email: theteam@airsail.co.nz
Postal: Native Road Rd1 Tuakau
Delivery: 299 Native Road, Pukekawa 2696 New Zealand
Contact John & Sharon Danks for all your modelling needs

All our radio sets can be offered with different receiver or servo combinations 
to suit the purchaser, please ring for details and prices

Don't forget our Open Day on the first Saturday of each month when the 
airfield will be open all day for free with bargains in store.

RG 812BPX
was $216.90

now only $189.00

RG 812BPX
was $216.90

now only $189.00

NEW SHIPMENT OF GENUINE JR PROPO RECEIVERS

RG 812BX
was $181.00

now only $158.00

RG 812BX
was $181.00

now only $158.00

RG 613BX
was $155.90

now only $137.50

RG 613BX
was $155.90

now only $137.50

Hobbyzone Super Cub S 
BNF with SAFE technology 
Only $239.00

New E-Flite Convergence 
VTOL PNP FPV ready 
Only $389.00 

Huge range of HQ Props.
Bulk discounts available.

High Quality Prop

AT EVEN LOWER PRICES

AT EVEN LOWER PRICES

AT EVEN LOWER PRICES
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Page 6 Model Flying World

NOMINATION FOR A POSITION ON THE
NZMAA COUNCIL OF MANAGEMENT

Date:

To:

I, (print name)                                                                              Being member number

Nominate (print name)                                                                 Being member number

For the position of, (strike out those that do not apply. If nil are struck out this nomination is

deemed invalid.)     President,   Secretary,   Treasurer,

                               Northern North Island Rep,   Central North Island Rep, Southern North Island Rep,

                               Northern South Island Rep,   Southern South Island Rep.

secretary@modelflying.nz.orgOr

The Secretary

NZMAA/MFNZ

13 Collins Crescent

FEILDING 4702

I, (print name)                                                                    Being member number

Affirm that I accept the above nomination and acknowledge that I can provide my CV and any

relevant information relating to this nomination to council for publication in the June issue of

Model Flying World Magazine.

Signed                                                              Contact email

Signed                                                                   Contact email

I, (print name)                                                                              Being member number

Second (print name)                                                                    Being member number

For the above stated position

Signed                                                                  Contact email
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It’s coming up to 6 months that I have been performing the role 
of MFNZ Membership Administrator. Time has flown and it all 
seems very busy.  Much of the database has been rewritten, 
with a lot of business process being added to try and 
streamline the membership administration.

Membership Affiliation Progress
We’ve got approximately a week to go for all MFNZ members 
to become financial. I have received some batch payments 
from clubs but only totaling approximately 200 members, 
which leaves about 2000 to go! It would be helpful to start 
sending in any batches of members that you have currently to 
try and avoid a huge log jam after 1 April.

Spreadsheet News
I’ve now had spreadsheet returns from a number of clubs. 
Using the spreadsheet we’ve managed to synchronise 
membership numbers addresses and contact details. For 
those of you that have done this I am greatly appreciative of 
your efforts. It certainly is proving valuable in increasing the 
efficiency and accuracy of the membership administration 
process.

To assist folks with the use of the spreadsheets, I’ve put a 
couple of articles on the MFNZ website in the Documents 
page. 

The first is a “Tips and Tricks” document with a variety of ideas 
that will make the spreadsheets more manageable for your 
needs.  It’s mostly simple editing and formatting techniques 
that could prove helpful. MFNZ spreadsheet tips and tricks

I’ve also put up a document with a legend of all the columns in 
the spreadsheet. This describes the use of each column in the 
spreadsheet and the syntax that is used in that column.  MFNZ 
Spreadsheet Legend

End of Year process
After 1 April I will be running End of Year processes on the 
database. This will basically revise the financial information for 
each member to make it current for the new year.

I thought it may help to give you an overview of the process so 
that you understand what is happening with the membership.

All members that didn't rejoin in the 2016/17 year will be 
removed from your club spreadsheet. Their records are still kept 
in the database so they can be reactivated at a later date if they 
rejoin.

The 2016/17 financial members that have not paid for the 
2017/18 year will be moved to the bottom of your spreadsheet. 
The aim will be to get them to pay and move them to the top 
section of the spreadsheet with the rest of your current financial 
members.

All people that paid before 1 April will become financial for the 
2017/18 year. 

After I’ve run these processes, I will be sending spreadsheets to 
every club with the information for the new year on the 
spreadsheet.

MFNZ Payments
As much as the banks would like to think they would like to be rid 
of cheques, it seems like a lot of our clubs require double 
signatures on cheques and can therefore not use online 
banking. The best way to pay MFNZ if double signatures are 
required on the cheques is to bank the cheque directly to MFNZ 
at any ANZ branch. The MFNZ bank account number is : 01 
0242 0170053 00

Please note your club name and number as reference on the 
deposit.

Notice of Affiliation Form
Some of you have asked if the Notice of Affiliation Form is still 
required. The only information I need on this form is the 
information at the bottom.  This provides the numbers of each 
membership category to be affiliated and the total number of 
members to be affiliated. I can then check these numbers 
against entries in the database and confirm that the 
membership information provided tallies. It would be just as 
easy for me if you placed this in the email that accompanies the 
spreadsheet.

From the pen of MFNZ Membership Administrator
Paul Clegg
021 986 566
members@modelflyingnz.org

Notice of AGM

The AGM and SIG combined meeting will be held 
in Auckland on Saturday the 8th of July, 2017

Any Remits or Motions please send to the secretary by April 20th so they can be placed in the June 
issue of Model Flying World to comply with the requirements of the Constitution. Please make sure 
all relevant information is included as well.

A Nomination Form is in this issue if you wish to stand for Council. If you wish to place a resume in for 
members to consider, can you please have them to the secretary by April 20th so they make the June 
Model Flying World.

Voting information for those not able to attend will also be in the June issue of MFW.
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What’s on my
workbench?

Jonathan Shorer

Ancient & Modern

The orange box is the size of 
the radio receiver required 
to give “bang, bang” control 
of the rudder.  Alongside is a 
modern receiver.  This one 
d r i v e  6  p r o p o r t i o n a l 
channels and has a built in 3 
a x i s  g y r o ,  3  a x i s 
accelerometers and a vario.

 
Valves for early radios.  
These glass “bulbs” were 
switching devices before 
the transistor came along.

 

All finished and ready for a test fly.All finished and ready for a test fly.

radio control system. The result was a system for single channel 
control of the rudder powered by a rubber escapement. The 
radio used two glass valves. You’ll find some comparison 
pictures nearby. The plan shows rudder deflections of about 
5mm either way and presumably the twin fins ensured a 
consistent response whether under power or on the glide. To 
power the radio set, three batteries were required, a 1.5 volt 
supply (LT) and a 45volt supply (HT) for the radio and separate 
battery for the escapement. Before rechargeable batteries, this 
must have been quite an investment in throw away cells. At the 
end of his article, Les Wright comments.“ There are no vibration 
problems and the receiver is mounted firmly in the model, free 
from the hazards of suspension on rubber bands. Current 
practice is to merely surround this unit with a small amount of 
rubberised horse hair packing to prevent inertia damage in the 
event of a violent crash. There are no operational adjustments 
after one initial tuning check so that all of the equipment can be 
built in as permanently as desired. The net result is freedom to 
concentrate on pure aircraft problems with no necessity for any 
fuselage access other than for battery replacement and relaytor 
rubber winding. Fuselages need be no wider than the receiver 

Every now and then we are called on to look at the workshop of 
a modeller who has passed away and help the family disburse 
the treasures within. This can be a sad exercise but is often full 
of memories and some unexpected gems. A couple of years 
ago, we cleared the shed and two rooms in the house of Ivan 
Treen. He had been a stalwart of the club for many years and 
had a great variety of items from half- finished projects, to 
planes that had seen much service. Amongst the items was a 
box full of plans, many showing signs of having been built and 
one that caught my eye was a 60 inch powered glider that 
shouted “Bixler/Easy Star” at me.  It has a motor mounted on a 
pylon behind the wing and a capacious fuselage. Since the plan 
was priced at 6 shillings, it clearly predated the foamy era. I 
bought the plan and put it away for the future. More recently, 
ace builder Tony Taylor told me he was bored as he had nothing 
on the board and so I gave him the plan to take a look at.  He 
quickly came back with a balsa shopping list and I supplied the 
15 sheets of various thicknesses that he requested. Just two 
weeks later, he had scratch built the entire plane and delivered 
it ready to cover and fit out. Now in his eighties, Tony was very 
familiar with the design but hadn’t built one before. When 
delivering the completed model, he said that he had been 
faithful to the plan but found it a pain in the proverbial. In 
particular, the fuselage is a structure built from ¼ inch square 
strip wood, the each bay is infilled with 1/8th sheet then the 
whole fuselage is covered with 1/16th inch sheet. Nowadays, 
we would probably build the whole thing from1/8th sheet with 
doublers around the wing seat.  But the design had a different 
purpose in those days as it was an early pioneer radio control 
aircraft and had a bigger task to fulfil. Tony has also found good 
references to the model in the 1955-56 Aeromodeller Annual. 
For those who haven’t guessed or who have flicked to the 
photos, it is a design by Alan Rowe and was used by Les Wright 
to become was what the book refers to as “the standard model 
for radio control in New Zealand”, the RB-6.  Les Wright 
describes that process by which he created a reliable, working 
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casing.  Radio control equipment has thus become like the 
modern motor, something to be installed and forgotten – 
almost in the necessary evil class.”

Now you could be forgiven for regarding this as all rather 
primitive and surely it didn’t work very well, but if you were to 
look in the back of the Aeromodeller annual, a different story 
emerges. In 1955, Frank Braithwaite, also a New Zealander, 
established two new World records, a radio controlled duration 
record of 3 hours 2 minutes and 6 seconds with, essentially, a 
larger version of the RB-6 and a glider duration record of 2 
hours.     

So, Tony having built the model faithfully to the plan, have I 
outfitted it with Vintage radio and a diesel motor? Well no, it has 
an electric motor mounted on the pylon swinging a 10x 6 
propeller and the complex battery setup is replaced by a single 
4000mah 4 cell Li-po which is big enough to achieve the 
balance point. It flies beautifully and cruises around under full 
control from the minimal surfaces but better yet, I can enjoy the 
view because to capacious front end has another purpose and 
that is to carry FPV gear. The equipment shown gives me all 
the features of the Eagle Tree Vector system so that I can get 
on screen display of range, height, voltage and all of the other 
parameters. The next change will be to fit a two axis pan and tilt 
mount so that I can look around at the countryside whilst it drifts 
gracefully past.   

 

First fit of FPV on the nose hatch cover. The Video TX is on the outside as 
these ones require a bit of cooling. The latest TBS Unify is a quarter of the 
size and will be fitted inside, then comes the pan and tilt mount.

 

No room for a diesel engine here.  An electric motor starts every time and 
the throttle stick controls the power.

 

The rubber band escapement controlled the rudders through a sliding 
pushrod.  I’ve replaced the bellcrank with a rear mounted servo.

 

The rudder horns are nylon control horns fitted backwards.

 

MANZ Rallies 2017MANZ Rallies 2017
Calling large models!!  
Prop or turbine

MINIATURE

AIRCRAFT

NEW

ZEALAND

Waharoa - Matamata-Piako MAC
& MANZ AGM 6th & 7th May
Waharoa - Matamata-Piako MAC
& MANZ AGM 6th & 7th May
Gary Shaw 07 579 1263  gary.mary@xtra.co.nzGary Shaw 07 579 1263  gary.mary@xtra.co.nz

Bi-planes
1.5mtr wingspan

minimum

Monoplanes
2mtr wingspan

minimum

Page 9April 2017
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a view on hanger ratINDOOR FREE FLIGHT

Page 10 Model Flying World

With the current interest in Hanger Rat I am taking this 
opportunity to share my views on how best to fly this class. 

The design that we use here in Christchurch is from the Aero 
Modeller which includes modifications’ by M Starick,. This is 
the Rat with the wooden paddle prop. 

Competition Rules that we used to follow were those of Art 
Lane who ran a postal contest every year. (These need to be 
followed in line with the N.Z. rules that take precedence here.)  
They are as per Harry Barrs 1979 original design in the Model 
builder mag. 

The Rubber motor was to be 1/8th ’x 36” length maximum 
before tying the loop. Special amendment; Change to rubber 
motor for class a (wooden paddle). 

Motor now may be from 70 thou to 90 thou, but must still be a 
maximum of 36” in length. Note: model must follow the original 
outline as per plan. Wood sizes shown on plan must be 
adhered to. 

Tissue covering only, No condenser paper, Mylar’s or 
microfilm. Colour your covering if you like! The model must 
R.O.G. Hand launches are not permitted. Scoring; The best 
total of 2 flights out of 6 attempts. The rubber sizes were 
changed as the models became lighter (a 5 to 6 gram model is 
possible using 4 to 6 pound wood.) As for myself I find that 3/32” 
rubber motors work well with lighter models giving a good 
power cruise. The following are what I think are necessary for a 
good top performing model.   

Build with your lightest balsa. Only use Balsa cement (thinned), 
this allows you to make trim adjustments by dissolving the glue 

with acetone. Pre-shrink your tissue and apply in a heated 
environment, slack is beautiful. Whatever adhesive you use for 
your covering dilute it and apply the very minimum you can get 
away with. Use a bearing that allows for the prop to be changed 
on site. E.g. pig tail or Harland. Lube your motors before tying 
then stretch them to eight times their length and hold for a 
couple of minutes. You should have no trouble getting over 1800 
turns using 3/32 rubber. 

Flying your Rat. Trim is everything to get good duration, start 
with the trim details on the plan but add wash-in on the inside 
wing. For your first flight wind on the maximum turns ( to find 
these wind a couple of motors till they break then wind all your 
other motors about 50 turns less) back off turns to about 1200 
and if your trim is correct your model should fly! Progressively 
with your following flights takeoff with increase turn about 100 
more for each flight until the model just skims the ceiling this is 
the maximum power you can use, any more power than this you 
will be across to the wall and down to the floor. To improve your 
times from here you will need to a better trim. Remember always 
wind to maximum turns then back your turns off otherwise you 
are costing yourselves duration time in the air. Further reading is 
in the August 1979 R/C. Model Builder.               

David Thornley and Keith Trillo at the Morrinsville Hall

Bill Long

Fly for 
Day 
Sunday 14th 

May 2017 from 9.30am
FUN

South Otago Model 
Aeroplane Club

at the Club flying field,
Moneymore,

Adams Flat Road
(near Milton, 1km south of Central Otago turn off)

Contact :     Graham Langley 
03 418 4431 or 021 030 8374
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wherewhere
areare thethe
youngyoung
membersmembers??

Reading reports from around the 
world, occasionally, I see reports 
from my counterparts bemoaning the 
increasing age of memberships in 
model flying clubs. When I first joined 
the Council, someone made the 
same remark to my predecessor, 
Barry Lennox and he replied with 

some relish that we had been wringing our hands about this 
since the 50’s. Indeed, he produced magazine articles to 
support this fact. But it is true that there are more grey haired 
gents enjoying sitting in the sun on a Sunday morning and 
some of that is down to increasing life expectancy and the 
ability to still take part in the hobby into old age. We have a few 
regulars at our club in their 80’s and we had a couple of 
considerably older competitors at the Nationals this year. 

However, this is not a suggestion that we should ignore the 
opportunities to recruit new members, but rather a few ideas 
that might help continuity and provide someone to do the jobs 
when we can no longer pull the roller or paint the clubhouse 
roof. We occasionally think about ways of getting new 
members what are the ways to actually make a difference?

Last year, I was approached by a local junior school to ask if I 
would give a talk about aviation to a class of 8 year olds. I went 
to meet the teacher to find out what was wanted and look at 
their grounds. We agreed that I would talk for about 20 minutes 
about how something flies, from paper darts to airliners, and 
then give a demonstration outside on the sports field. I took 
along a selection of models to illustrate what I was talking about 
and survived a barrage of random questions from unexpected 
perspectives. We then went out to the field and whilst I set up, I 
found that the entire school of 150 pupils was assembling 
behind me. Not much pressure then! I had with me a foamy 
Bixler, a quadcopter and half a dozen balsa chuck gliders. The 
children spent a few minutes throwing the gliders with varying 
degrees of success and not too much damage. I then launched 
the Bixler. The field was pretty compact, being a reduced size 
rugby pitch but I managed to establish a circuit, and every loop 
and roll was accompanied by cheers and yells. I then did a few 
minutes flying with the racing quadcopter to demonstrate the 
manoeuvrability and finished with my dignity and models both 
intact.  Some weeks later, I was touched to receive a thank you 
note from the class with individual letters from all of the pupils.  
One of the letters is shown on the right. Maybe a seed has been 
sown ?
 
More recently, I attended the Warbirds Awatoto weekend. I set 
up a gazebo and displayed a variety of modelling exhibits. It 
was a great weekend and attracted a lot of attention. Lots of old 
guys picked up the Mills .75 and few can resist turning over the 
propeller! There was the inevitable “what does it cost?” but 
most striking was the gaggle of small people around the 

simulator all day. We have an MFNZ simulator with a video 
projector but have found it a bit unwieldy for shows as it really 
needs a dark tent to work well. I just took along a laptop and a 32 
inch tv and it all worked fine. I was assisted by Dom Clarke from 
Tauranga, who at 8 knew all about the programme, the laptop 
and all the gear.  He proved to be a great instructor and ran the 
simulator for both days. He quickly swapped the “high wing 
trainer” for a jet fighter but then changed the aircraft to suit the 
pupil throughout the day.  Probably 30 youngsters had a go over 
the weekend. Again, no immediate sign-ups for new members 
but an experience of aviation that might at some time in the 
future produce a result.

I grew up near York, England where there were 4 model shops in 
the town centre where I could ask endless questions and leave 
with a sheet of balsa or a tube of glue. That is not what life is like 
nowadays. High street model shops are a dying breed and the 
entry into the hobby is not necessarily through a rubber powered 

Jordan McKenzie tries 
line of site flying
Jordan McKenzie tries 
line of site flying
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model made from balsa wood. That doesn’t mean that today’s 
youth are any less captivated by aviation, it is just that different 
aspects engage them first. There is no shortage of young 
people with an interest in aviation and every Christmas the 
shops are packed with flying toys but precious few get 
translated into Aeromodellers. With air travel increasing in size 
all the time there is a constant need for more aviation 
professionals and a desire to become involved can start a very 
early age when aeromodelling is the most accessible route. 
Certainly, anything computer based is sure to attract attention 
and a reset button that instantly repairs a crashed plane has 
great appeal. Having gained attention, there is still delight in the 
eyes as something flies out of the hand and wonder that a plane 
without a motor can remain clear of the ground.Our task as 
keepers of the hobby is to ensure that we can find the right 
gateway into the hobby and provide the bridge from the 
computer screen to the flying field. So, the next time that you 
reflect on your distinguished company at the club ask if you are 
providing a route into the hobby from a point that is relevant to 
this decade.   

I finish with a photo taken at the pilots briefing from Rotorcross 
racing recently. Twenty seven pilots travelled to my place from 
as far away as Auckland and Christchurch and it is noticeable 
that the only grey haired person in the picture is myself giving 
the safety brief. These guys are ultra-keen aviation enthusiasts, 
highly competent with technology and all fascinated by 
fascinated by my workshop full of fixed wing models. The 
challenge is to ensure that they form a part of the future of the 
hobby.

Pilot briefing - Spot the grey haired old guyPilot briefing - Spot the grey haired old guy

Dom Clarke gives simulator instruction as Warbirds AwatotoDom Clarke gives simulator instruction as Warbirds Awatoto

I've figured this out, if dad can 
do it, how hard can it be?
I've figured this out, if dad can 
do it, how hard can it be?

2017
SOUTHERN FLING

Matamata
23rd & 24th
September
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Aerobatic Talk
Precision Aerobatics Judging
Judges and judging are as important to precision aerobatics as 
the pilots and flying. Usually the judges are pulled from the 
pilots turning up at each competition, and we all judge at least 
one class we are not flying in. The guys flying the more 
advanced classes tend to judge the lower classes, and those 
asked to judge a class higher than they are flying tend to be a bit 
nervous about that. But do any of us really have a good handle 
on the rule book? The rules of precision aerobatics are really 
interesting, and even ‘old hands’ who have seen it all can 
actually be found scratching their heads when it comes to true 
rule book knowledge.

Why should we care? Well, aerobatics is all about having some 
fun and trying to fly well. Since we are judged, having judges 
who are confident and understand the rules is good for 
everyone. Now I will be the first to admit reading the rule book is 
a bit boring, as much as anything because it all seems a bit out 
of context to our flying. 

Is there a solution? You bet! Our friends Russell Edwards from 
Australia, and the Australian Pattern Association have 
generously allowed us access to the judging exam they have 
developed. Exam – no one said anything about an exam – I’m 
out of here! Hang on a minute…… sure, it’s a test, but it is a 
really good way of getting some questions about judging, and 
applying some info from the rule book and trying to come up 
with a score.

Ideally, you would have a look over the rule book first. The FAI 
Sporting Code, the Abbreviated Judging Guide, and the 
Manoeuvre Execution Guide are all good reads. Links to these, 
and the exam, can be found on the NZRCAA website, pattern 
section http://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/pattern/

Even if you have had a look at the rules first, take your time, and 
look up the answers to any questions you are not sure on. I think 
you will be surprised at some of the rules, and how they are 
sometimes applied! But all part of the fun of competitive flying 
(and judging!). Good luck!

Precision Aerobatics Maneuver of the Month
We fly three precision r/c aerobatics classes in New Zealand. 
Sportsman (entry level), advanced and F3A. Sportsman is in 
many ways an extension of the MFNZ wings badge, and offers 
pilots the opportunity to improve their flying skills and gain 
aerobatic competence. The schedule contains maneuvers 
which demonstrate the fundamentals of aerobatic flight – lines, 

120
wind

150-175m

Take-off sequence
loops and rolls. The maneuvers are 
flown in front of a set of judges, with 
each  maneuver  be ing  c lear ly 
announced, together with ‘commence’ 
and ‘complete’ a few seconds before 
the start of, and after the finish of, each 

maneuver. The model must maintain straight and level flight 
during this pause at the start and end of each maneuver -  this is 
also judged.

The schedule of maneuvers, and their descriptions can be found 
on the New Zealand Radio Control Aerobatics Association 
(NZRCAA) website http://www.nzrcaa.co.nz/downloads/

The Sportsman sequence is flown as a series of center 
maneuvers, one on each upwind and downwind pass. Provided 
there is neither a call of 'Commence', nor the aircraft flown past 
center, the pilot may maneuver the aircraft to position it to his/her 
satisfaction prior to execution of the maneuver. All maneuvers 
must be completed within the allocated flight time. You will notice 
each aerobatic maneuver has a ‘k’ factor – this is a difficulty 
indicator – the higher the ‘k’ factor, the more difficult the 
maneuver. Each judge gives a score of 0-10 for each maneuver, 
and then that score is multiplied by the ‘k’ factor. K factors for 
precision aerobatics are typically 1-5.

So, with some background out of the way, lets move onto the first 
Sportsman maneuver, and this months ‘maneuver of the month’, 
the take-off sequence.

Take‐Off Sequence (K=1): The model must stand still on the 

ground with the motor running without assistance and shall then 
take off. The take‐off run must be straight and the model shall lift 

gently from the ground and climb at a gradual angle. When 
sufficient altitude has been gained, the model must level off and 
then be turned 90 degrees away from the judges, pause, and 
then complete a 270 degree turn in the opposite direction, with 
the model finishing flying in the opposite direction to take‐off. The 

maneuver finishes when the model passes through ‘center’. The 
take‐off maneuver will be scored zero to ten. Downgrades:

• Model does not track straight and lift off smoothly.
• First turn not exactly 90 degrees
• Second turn not exactly 270
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Of course, there are many more downgrades than those 
described. The wings must be level, the model track perfect, 
and no variations in height after the initial climb. Reading the 
F3A judges guide (see the link above, but this time download 
the F3A rule book) will give you a good idea of some of the 
things the judges are looking for.

So, that looks rather straightforward, right? Off to the field. 
Bugger, got to get the motor idle slow enough so the model 
stands still – hang on – it’s an electric, I’ll pull the trim back a bit! 
Off we go – but first we need to announce the maneuver ‘take 
off!’, and the ‘commence’ – now slowly advance the throttle, 
and get airborne. Wow – the model has swung left – guess that 
happens every take off, but I had not really noticed. Mental note 

– hold a little right rudder before we set off next time…. So we do 
a gentle climb out, level off at a comfortable height, and now do a 
nice 90 degree turn away from us. Now a little straight flight, and 
around we come through a 270 degree turn in the opposite 
direction, and then fly a nice straight line parallel to the runway, in 
the opposite direction to take off, but around 150m out from 
ourselves. Once we are back in front of the judges, we yell a nice 
loud ‘complete’. That’s the first maneuver done…. Hang on, the 
sun is in my eyes… I’ll just reposition myself under the piper cub 
wing and try and get back to sleep.

The moral of that story? Stop just thinking about trying a few 
aerobatic maneuvers – get out and do it! Next time we will talk 
about the double stall turn – till then, spend the next month doing 
lots of ‘pattern style takeoffs’ (and stop just dreaming about it!).
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11th of February 2017 – drone racing at Te Papa 
as part of the “Bug Lab” exhibition.

After 13 heats and 2 hours of racing, we had narrowed the field 
down from 16 to the final 4. Ian Richardson (Auckland) and 
Michael Douglas (Wellington) both had wins in the first , second 
and third round , the most direct route to the final. Stephan 
Knapp (Auckland) and Phil Sandford (Christchurch) both had 
losses in their first round, so had to win a further 4 races in a row 
to avoid being knocked out, ultimately also making it to the 
other two slots. Along the way we eliminated the other 12 pilots, 
double elimination racing is brutal, 2 losses and you are done !

Around 8:40 our final 4 pilots headed into a 3 heat shoot out. 
Running the "hole shot" rule resulted in a few re-starts (if all 4 
pilots do not make it to the first gate, the race is re-started). 

Unfortunately for Michael Douglas, the course was very dark at 
this stage (we were expecting flood lights on the track), while 
visually it looked spectacular (the gates and rock wall were lit 
up) Michaels on board camera struggled with the low light, 
effectively requiring him to fly "blind" around the track, and 
finished 4th in all 3 final races.

Phil Sandford had his own issues (caused by a crash and using 
an untested miniquad) finishing 3rd. Ian and Stephan battled it 
out, each taking a first and second placing in the first two races, 
so were effectively tied. In the third race they took each other 
out, so had to race a 4th time to determine the winner, with Ian 
Richardson playing the patience game, trailing Stephan for the 
first 4 and a half laps, then with a final burst overtaking him for 
first place. 3 minutes after we finished, overhead the fireworks 
for the Chinese new year went off, nicely finishing the event for 
us.

Planning for the event started 6 months out, with initial emails, 
phone calls, and a site visit to see if it was feasible to run such 
an event safely. 4 site visits in total, including flight testing and 
working with Streamliner on the video feed to the big screen 
(thanks Jonathan for the loan of the video mixer). I ended up 

drone racing
atat

Top to bottom:
Rotorcross on the big screen
Adoring fans
More fans
Simon on the right just crashed into Ashley eliminating both of them
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dealing with many, many departments at Te Papa from 
finance/insurance to HSE, to Audio/Video and Public relations. 
(yes we had a public relations handler to manage the media for 
us).

Our total contingent was about 45 people, consisting of the 16 
pilots and supporters. Fran Roulston and Derrick Chapman 
stepped up and looked after the lap counting for the entire 
event, thanks guys ! The Pilots and support came from as far 
south as Christchurch and as far north as Kaeo (Northland) 

I left Hawera at 8am, with a 4 hour drive to Wellington, arriving 
at mid-day on saturday, and started setting up. The big screen 
TV arr ived at the same t ime, and soon after the 
lighting/construction guys setting up the gates to fly thru and 
lighting for the course.

The course was set up in the outside area , Bush City, over the 
pond, which was drained the week before especially for this 
event. The course was super compact, measuring 20 meters 
wide by 40-50 meters long.

The rest of the Rotorcross crew started arriving around 2pm, 
and we managed to get practice racing happening around 4pm. 
The Event was scheduled to get underway at 6pm, but we 
started it half an hour early to make sure we had enough time.

Thanks to Anna Grace and Michael Thomson for the photos. 
Around 300 paying public turned up to watch the racing from 
the Amphitheater (and about as many for free from the 
waterfront), on the big screen, and talking enthusiastically to 
the pilots after their races.

Several media outlets turned up, with TV1 running a story on 
the Monday night news! We were all packed up by 10:45 pm, 
and I headed home (arriving in Hawera around 2am), a very 
long, but very rewarding day !

Top to bottom:
Happy Ashton Witte
Concentration
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Another year and another Warbirds over Awatoto. After 
eighteen successive and successful  rallies, we must be doing 
something right considering the continuing enthusiasm of 
visiting and local pilot’s and the number of public turning out at 
the annual Warbirds Rally at Awatoto, Hawkes Bay. Waitangi 
weekend offered a welcome time frame with the Monday being 
a holiday and the weather at this time of the year in the Bay 
simply astounding. From set up on Friday through to wind up 
on Monday the weather could not have been better with 
cloudless blue skies, high temperatures and a nice cooling light 
sea breeze down the strip, an RC pilot’s dream !

Due to the intensity of the modelling calendar there were a few 
notable omissions from the flightline, but with some 45 
registered pilots  and well over 100 aircraft in the pits, interest 
for the modelers and public alike remained high. I would rate 
this as one of the better and more relaxed rallies I have 
participated in at Awatoto, and can hardly recall a moment 
when there were no aircraft in the air. A huge amount of flying 
was accomplished by an enthusiastic and disciplined bunch of 
pilots as I can remember.

A good PA system in the capable hands of Marty Hughes kept 
the public and pilots well informed and demonstration flights of 
some of the larger and more exotic aircraft interspersed the 
exciting massed flights of the WW1 veterans and the WW2 
fighting aircraft.  Up to six plane in the air together in each era 
provided some enthralling spectacle for the visitors, and the 
pilots were obviously enjoying showing off their models and 
putting them through their paces. Considering the amount of 
flying, incidents were minimal with only a few “bents” and a 
couple of totals “ouch”, so  most aircraft and pilots  went  home 
in a tired but pristine condition.

The running of an event of this magnitude with a visiting paying 
public requires significant manpower and organization and as 
usual MFHB members swung into action supporting CD John 
Sutherland. Feeding the throng again was in the capable 
hands of Dave Cantell and his helpers who did a magnificent 
job dispensing in excess of 300 Hamburgers, buckets of 
sausages and beverages over the two days.  Once again Ray 
McPeake took on the onerous job of managing the gate and 
traffic and was   ably  assisted with this and parking by cadets 
from the #11 Squadron Hastings ATC who also manned a 
publicity tent.  Jonathon Shorer our National President set up 
and ran an excellent publicity tent for Model Flying New 
Zealand including the flight simulator and a real time video link 
from a camera strapped to Aunties’ Tiger Moth which attracted 
a lot of interest. I understand that this event is the only 
advertised “Public paying rally” run in the country and as such 
is a valuable PR occasion for our hobby, as well as a significant 
earner of funds for the club when we get the weather right.

WARBIRDS OVER AWATOTO 2017WARBIRDS OVER AWATOTO 2017WARBIRDS OVER AWATOTO 2017
Barrie Russell

Top to bottom: 
John Sutherland from MFHB  yet again campaigns his scratch built FW 
190, Zenoah 74cc twin powered during a ww2 sortie.

Hurricane Roydhouse.  This model was on static, originally built by Bob 
Whitburn and flown extensively, even at a full sized air pageant at Norfolk 
Island. Bill is currently refurbishing the model and converting to petrol, 
fitting a DLE35 and almost ready to take to the air again.

P40

Tony Withey Macchi 339 landing
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This year we were also supported by two commercial displays 
with Peter Lever setting up a “Hangar One” stall of his kits and 
wares and Gwyn and Christina Avenal from “Avetek” displaying 
their laser cutting service, both attracting considerable interest 
and custom from both modelers and the public alike.

Following registration, allocation of numbered pilot bibs and the 
usual Pilots’ briefing, flying was continuous on both days and 
also Monday morning for those who stayed on with a number 
camping on site. Saturday evening saw some thirty-plus attend 
the Meeanee Filter room, a local Cider restaurant for a 
congenial get together and evening meal. For some reason, 
Rhyno who did a sterling job  running the Flightline both days 
didn’t stray from his management chair in his shade shelter for 
most of Sunday, rumour has it that he was the life and soul of 
the party.

A number of excellent individual display flights were flown by 
some pilots and their special aircraft, notably, Tony Withey 
flying his Jetcat 120 powered Macchi 339 putting on 
spectacular sky-writing displays. Dave Nielson flew his twin 
DLE55 powered Black Widow with great precision and 
magnificent sound from the twin petrol engines. John Doherty, 
another regular showed his Moki 250 radial powered Sea Fury 
off to perfection, both sound and sight. Peter Brown flew his 
Vampire with his usual flair and put on some great displays and 
later on Sunday flew his black F4 Phantom in a mind blowing 
display which was sadly totaled at the end of the flight during 
the base turn of his landing circuit some distance up river from 
the field. Whether it was signal loss or disorientation who 
knows, but a sad loss of a magnificent aircraft, condolences 
Peter. Andrew Stiver campaigned his and Harvey’s F86F Sabre 
impressively with the last flight culminating in a dead stick, 
wheels up, successful cross wind arrival that saw no more 
damage than the shedding of the wing tip tanks.

Sunday afternoon saw the presentation of the following awards 
to pilots;
WW1.               Alan Rowson (Hamilton MAC)   Sopwith 

Tabloid.
Between the Wars.    Stuart Sturge (MFHB)  Auster.
WW2.                       Arjen Visser ( Highbrook MAC) FW 190.
Modern Military.        Tony Withey (New Plymouth MAC) 

Macchi 339.
N Z Military.               Peter Brown ( Kapiti MAC)  F5B Vampire.
Pilots’ Choice.           Tony Withey  Macchi 339.

All in all a great weekend enjoyed by a dedicated bunch of like 
minded people. The weather was picture perfect and the venue 
and facilities as good as we have seen them. A hearty vote of 
thanks to Model Flying Hawkes Bay and all those members 
who contributed to the success of the weekend, and also to all 
the pilots both visiting and local, without whom we wouldn’t 
have a rally.  See you all again next year, when Waitangi days 
falls on Tuesday 6th February 2018, so take Monday 5th off and 
make a long weekend of it. Come and enjoy  some extended 
rally flying and the local facilities and sights. 

.
Top to bottom:
Ettrick Taube …     I had the pleasure of piloting Ray McPeake’s scratch 
built Ettrich Taube on numerous flights over the weekend.  This beautiful 
model was scratch built by Ray, and is complete with scale detailed 
undercarriage and wing and elevator warping.  It is a delight to fly as long 
as the motor is running, without which it reverts to it’s name sake of a 
flying bedstead ! 

Dave Neilson’s Lysander

Aunties …Grant Findlay had a camera taped to his wing of his Tiger Moth 
which provided a real time video link to the MFNZ display tent.   Grant put 
in numerous with a lot of “crazy flying” demos! 
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Above right:
Pits scene 

Left:
Sopwith Pup 

Below:
Dave Nielson put on some spectacular display 
flights with his twin DLE55 powered Black 
Widow, a Northrop P-61 ww2 aircraft.  A great 
sounding model.
 
Below right:
Jets in starting box
 
Bottom:
Sunday Panorama

Warbirds 2018  
Friday set up, Rally days Saturday 3rd & Sunday 4th 
February. Club and visitor flying Monday 5th & 
Tuesday 6th.
.
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Following the lead from Auckland’s successful Summer Hand 
Launched Glider Series, the Feilding Model Flying Circle 
decided to implement the same concept for those of us down 
here. As it was the first year we decided to invite the members 
of the Palmerston North Aeroneers and Ashhurst Model Fliers 
to join us.

The series was run at Manfield, a fantastic site with plenty of 
open space. There were to be five rounds flown on a Monday 
evening every second week from January till March. 
Unfortunately we missed one date due to weather but the rest 
proceeded with enthusiastic flyers plus a number of keen 
supporters from the Palmerston North Aeroneers.

Most evenings were windy with scattered lift coming through. 
One evening was calmish and had good thermals if you could 
catch them. Seven maxes were recorded and another six of 45 
plus seconds. The retrieves were all fairly close so it made for a 
perfect evening.

The top seven were, Graham Lovejoy First, Paul Squires 
Second, Des Richards Third, Owen Rogers fourth, (and would 
have been better if he had managed to make a few more 
nights), Bruce Woodfield Fifth, Greg Findon sixth and Ivan 
Huntley seventh.

Owen, Greg, Bruce and Ivan were trying the class for the first 
time and with new models.First time they had all built CLG’s. 
Owen used a Lunchbox to good effect, Greg, Bruce and Ivan all 

Feilding Model 
Flying Circle

Feilding Model 
Flying Circle

Summer 
Catapult 
Glider 
Series

1936 Hervat captured by a rose bush

had Papanui Taverns. This is a Paul Lagan design that we gave 
the plans and instruction sheet Paul had produced to them to 
build from. It makes a good, competitive introductory model to 
start on and with some trimming and launching help the flyers all 
managed reasonable performances. With more practice they 
will be competitors to watch in the future.

All in all a great fun series that we plan to run again next year. 
Anyone in the lower North Island are welcome to come along 
and have a go. Send me an email at desr2727@gmail.com and I 
will put you on the list for details. If you would like a plan I can 
email you the Papanui Tavern plan and instructions.

Next year we plan to have a few more models available for those 
that want to try before they build.

Thanks Dave Ackery and the Auckland chaps for giving us the 
inspiration to follow your lead. Maybe a competition could 
develop between the regions – What Fun.

Fly Safe and find thermals.                    

Jnr: Jayden Molloy (MFHB) Jnr: Drew Barber (MFHB)Jnr: Andrew Farrow (Kapiti)

Tony Withey Macchi 339Arjen Visser (Highbrook MAC) 

FW 190

Stuart Sturge (MFHB)  Auster Peter Brown (Kapiti MAC)  

F5B Vampire

Alan Rowson (Hamilton MAC) 

Sopwith Tabloid.
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The kiwi team consisted of four pilots Len Drabble, Peter 
Williams, Joe Wurts and Kevin Botherway. Both Joe and Kev 
had been there before so they had some idea of requirements 
and details. We all entered both competitions F5J Thermal 
electric soaring and F3J Thermal soaring over a total of three 
days. We all got together in snake land and B big biting bugs on 
the Thursday for a full day of thermal practice. Mostly bungee 
launching and landing practice. This was an awesome day light 
winds and a real nice temperature to work with and get used to 
the action at the field.
 
We were the first to arrive for the whole weekend and unlock 
the place and the last to leave and lockup so we did a fair few 
hours of great flying. Our teams we made up with four Aussie 
mates allowing us to have a spread of winches for the J event – 
Dave Pratley, Gerry Carpenter, Marcus Stent and Hugh 
Blackburn. We went out for a meal at local restaurant with a few 
friends that had arrived during the day a great night and we 
were all well done after a long practice day and a change of 
daylight hours. Friday was another great day we had planned 
sorting our electric gear in the morning and into the F5J comp 
for the afternoon. This was great fun with some fun motor runs 
had as it’s a competition of launch (motor runs and height 
comes off your points) a total of 16 competitors flew in this one 
and Joe Wurts led all the way through to come out 1st place 
with Theo Arvanitakis 2nd and Kevin Botherway 3rd. Len flying 
his Maxa setup well and Pete had a home-built garage job that 
flew well and had power to burn on climb out and Kev did the 
lowest launch for the day of 18metres after bumping his motor 
switch off but still got a 10minute flight. That evening was a 
night for take-a–ways quick beer and then start preparing for 
the next comp 2 days of F3J with fly-offs to happen Sunday 
arvo. 

The weather wasn’t looking great for Sunday so a big push was 
for as many rounds as possible on the Saturday made for a 
long day with some good results and all of us scattered in the 
top 15 placings for the day out of 32 pilots! It was fairly light wind 
although after many downwind launches we did change winch 
direction during the afternoon. At the days end we had an on 
field barbecue at the SSL soaring clubs great field shed setup 
complete with shower toilet and separate tractor shed. An 
awesome finish to the day and with kiwis in 1st and 2nd time for 
air conditioners and sleep.

Sunday we got the winch direction correct and the wind started 
with a selection of ballast and possible model change was the 
order of the day. We managed another few rounds and the last 
couple of rounds there were some big points lost due to 
declining lift and wind building. We had occasional drizzle 
breaks along with two downpours At the final bell of the prelims 
Joe 1st Kev 2nd Pete 9th Len 17th this was a great result for 
team kiwi and we had a 3 round fly off for Joe and Kev coming 
on……fly offs were 15 minute flights in very challenging 
conditions with final result Joe Wurts 1st Nickolas Chabrel 2nd 
Kevin Botherway 3rd. Joe flew the comp on rails and Kev had a 
very small land out (about 15 to 20 rugby fields away)  in round 
two with rain and drizzle happening during the 15 minutes 
made things a little wet.

Australian

A great time and no snake bites we started packing and had 
prize giving a big thanks to the SSL club organization was 
fantastic great to meet new and old friends again special thanks 
to David and Mandy Pratley (part time kiwis) hope to catch up 
you all at Jereldere soon

We decided to spend the night in Adelade city on the way home 
to make airport departure easy and Marcus Stent meet us for a 
meal and great catch up

Cheers team Kiwi 

Soaring rocks!!!!

Joe launching Kevs orange maxa as you see full tension on the wings 
(multi burst shot)

F3J INTERNATIONAL 
RC GLIDER EVENT
Milang, South Australia March 2017
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New Zealand Jet Modellers held their annual 
‘International Jet Spectacular’ event at Tokoroa 
airport over the weekend of 10/11/12 February. 
For years, this event was formerly known as the 
‘ANZAC Jet Meeting’ as a lot of our Australian 
friends come over for it. However, we renamed 
the event so as not to belittle or disrespect the 
ANZAC name.

Friday was setup and scrutineering day. Pilots arrived from all 
around the country and from as far as Germany. Mike Ryden 
and Roger Perrett made the trip over the ditch from Australia. 
Karl Hansen left Whangarei at 4:30am to make it down to 
Tokoroa for a days flying with his turbine helis before returning 
home the same day. Now thats dedication to the hobby.

As new models were unloaded from vehicles, curious fellow 
pilots were eagerly watching as the wraps were taken off them 
as they debuted. There were numerous Ripmax Xcalibur jets 
this year. These are the new twin-boomed sport jet that are 
proving very popular

There were 24 pilots with 35 models registered. This was quite 
a low turnout as a lot of Aussies normally make the pilgrimage 
every 2 years, however weren’t able to make it. The lower 
number of pilots was a blessing in disguise in a way, as it meant 
no queues for the flightline or bbq, and a lot more relaxing for 
the organisers.

Scrutineering was even more thorough this year. Each pilot had 
to start their jet, then turn off their radio transmitter to prove that 
the turbines ECU would failsafe & shut down automatically if by 
some small chance there was a radio link failure. This did 
indeed identify a couple of instances where the turbines 
continued to run and they therefore required some 
reconfiguring.

The event was officially opened Saturday morning by the 
Deputy Mayor who thanked us for our patronage and 
contribution to the local economy.

We had been invited to the Classics of the Sky Tauranga 
airshow 3 weeks earlier. We had put on flying displays with a 
quarter scale Vampire and Panther there, and had a static 
display there as well. Tauranga was great exposure for us and 
many leaflets were handed out telling the public about this 
Tokoroa event, so we had great public turnout..

Despite the airfield being NOTAM’d closed , and white crosses 
put out at each end of the runway also signifying this, a full size 
plane came and landed during the event. A phone call to his CFI 
was made - enough said.

INTERNATIONAL

TOKOROA 10th - 12th FEBRUARY 
2017

Spectacular
Jet

Photos & report: Steve EnglePhotos & report: Steve Engle

Top to bottom:

 Colin Austen dead-stick landed his 1/4 scale scratch-built Panther 
after a turbine failure 

 Paul Connor with his 3m Hawk - the green colour scheme is bright! 

 Michi Besler (Germany) flew a great 3D display with the thrust-
vectored J10 
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Turbine failures are quite a rarity these days. In fact, I 
personally cant recall any turbine failing in the last 15yrs (apart 
from during a crash). Yet this year we had 2 separate 
occurrences. They were 2 different brand turbines, different 
fuel batch, so was totally random. Hopefully that’s got rid of any 
bad luck for a while

One of the turbines that failed was in Colin Austens quarter 
scale scratch-built Panther. Colin performed a flawless ‘dead 
stick’ landing back onto the runway, Colin was scheduled to 
display at Wings Over Wairarapa the following weekend. 
Fellow modellers came to his rescue with an identical turbine 
being lent to him so that he can make it to the next show

The other turbine failure was in Mayur Topiwalas 3metre Saudi 
Hawk. He was a little unfortunate and damaged an 
undercarriage leg during the forced landing.

For me, the most impressive new models were two F-100 
Super Sabres. Roger Perrett brought his BVM F-100D Super 
Sabre over from Australia. This is a 7feet long 1/7th scale 
weighing 30lbs and is powered by a Jetsmunt turbine 
producing 45lb thrust. Roger has the turbines ECU dialled 
down so that its output is reduced as he says he doesn’t need 
all of that power.

Roger has detailed it to represent a Vietnam combatant, with 
all the paint flaws, dirt and wear that these aircraft exhibited 
when in combat. Full ordnance and drop tanks were flown with, 
and in Rogers words: 

“The test flight went very smoothly, and although I would not 
say the F-100  is a trainer, it is very predictable, quite stable and 
was  easy enough in the landing pattern”

He spent countless hours over 1.5years doing the scale 
detailing & weathering. Patience of a saint that man. Quite 
rightly it was star of the show and won the supreme pilots 
choice award. 

Tony Withey was practicing with his scale Aermacchi. He was 
due to display it at WOW as part of the tribute to No.14 
Squadron the following weekend. With a smoke system hooked 
up pouring out from the back of the Macchi, it certainly is 
impressive and a treat for the crowd

Mickey - our German visitor - was a very proficient flyer, and 
threw around a thrust vectored J10 model (painted in Mclaren 
F1 colour scheme). He was doing tumbles and hovering - which 
is not something you see everyday, so the public were quite 
impressed.

Various fun competitions were run over the weekend. Pilots had 
a target speed challenge of 185kph. This was won by Stuart 
Hellyer with his Composite ARF Flash. He then attempted to 
overload my (calibrated) radar gun by proceeding to do a high-
speed pass at 385kph

April 2017 Page 25

Right: Tony Witheys 1/5 scale RNZAF 
Aermacchi with ‘smoke on’ 

Below: Paul Connor & crew with 1/4 scale F-
104 Starfighter “The Widowmaker” 
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Dan Scott received a special award for “Lowest aerobatic 
manoeuvre” - unfortunately his plane didn’t survive as it was 
just that bit too low!

The Purdy brothers impressed the fellow pilots so much that 
Scott won the “Best Sport” prize for their highspeed low level 
aerobatics/antics

The local ATC kids looked after the gates (gold coin donation) 
and bbq, and they get to keep the takings as a generous 
donation. This is their biggest fundraiser of the year and its 
great that we can support the local community in this way.

A big thank you to our sponsors ZEnergy, Jet Centre, Traplet 
Productions, Hobby City, Intairco & Festo companies. 
Sponsorship helps entice fliers come to the event as the prizes 
are worth several hundreds of dollars, and the suppliers 
generosity is greatly appreciated.

We must give praise to Chris Pickering and his team of 
volunteers for their thankless task of preparing and clearing up 
the airfield & surrounds. Countless hours weedeating & 
mowing, setting up temporary barriers & fencing etc provided a 
fantastic environment for the pilots & spectators.

Harvey Stiver dedicated many hours to scrutineer the models 
and his time was most appreciated.

Hank Meerkerk provided his hangar for overnight storage of our 
jets, and Murray Belfield let us use his hangar to store our gear 
as well. Thank you gents.

Photos can be found here:  ........................................................
https://sengle.smugmug.com/Hobbies/Events/Tokoroa-Jets-
2017/

Details of our next monthly event can be found here: 
http://www.nzjma.com/event_calendar.htm

Page 26 Model Flying World

Ex-pat Mike Ryden came over from Australia with his BVM Bobcat 

Dan Scott accidentally won the “Lowest aerobatic manoeuvre” award 

 
Andrew & Harvey Stiver with their trusty CompARF Hornet Peter Brown and his CompARF Flash 

24 pilots with 35 models - boys and their toys 
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The champs have been and gone and many for us are 
savouring the memories. The summer has been atrocious but 
we absolutely lucked in with 2 beautifully warm calm days and 
a very flyable Monday. The Levin club showed its usual 
hospitality, the site was beautifully prepared and we were 
treated to morning and afternoon tea as well as a hot lunch in 
the club house. Thanks club mate and Mr and Mrs Shorer for 
the catering and other support.

Yes there was some flying too. I attach the results. A 12 strong 
field turned out for Vintage Precision including locals and some 
who had never flown the event before like Bob McGrath. 

A number of other classes were well supported too and we 
were fortunate to have Keith Trillo and Bernard Scott (and Sue) 
with us as they cover most of the lesser supported classes and 
supplied real competition in the overall Championship. Others 
too like Barrie Russell and Dave Thornley had come some 
distance to be with us. There were many highlights for me. 
Here are some.
• Stew Cox who came along and ran the scoring desk for us. 

Thanks Stew, that was a huge help.
• Jonathan and his wife who made me very welcome in their 

home.
• Dinner at the Benton Restaurant on Saturday evening and 

Bob’s tall stories.
• Seeing the amazing models that Barrie Russell has created. 

The Slicker was gorgeous and the Popsie beyond belief.
• Dave Thornley’s huge smile that never went away all 

weekend.
• Seeing club mates Ian Munroe and Bob McGrath really 

enjoying the challenge of Open Texaco and helping each 
other to centre and fly the lift. This is perhaps the most 

A Popsie on a Popsie, Jane Russell perhaps Barrie? Vic Smeed would 
be amazed!

Bob McGrath flew this big beast until the radio gave up. His Bomber 
went really well though.

North Island
VINTAGE & CLASSICAL

RADIO CONTROL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
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challenging class of all. They needed to fly for 15 minutes off 
a tiny amount of fuel. Ian’s big TD Coup and Bob’s 80 inch 
Bombers were out of gas in just a few minutes yet both flew 
out beyond the 15 minutes on at least one round. 

• Keith Trillo’s beautiful models. He always has them tuned 
and optimised. He managed over 30 minutes in 1/2E Electric 
Texaco with his Stardust Special, a great effort.

• Bernard who is always very competitive over a wide range of 
classes ably assisted by Sue. Bernard does a brilliant job 
with AVANZ and in the SIG making a major contribution to 
our part of the hobby.

• The locals who just came out and gave it a go with what they 
owned. Jonathan I think just said what do I have and what 
classes might it fit. I think he covered 4 in the end with a little 
help from his friends.

All in all it was a great event universally enjoyed by all I believe. 
Thank you all who participated, lets do it again soon.

nox
Allan K Keith and Allan with 1/2 A Skippers

Alan Sissons really persevered with a difficult motor to complete the 
rdPrecision in 3  place.

David with his big Classical Satelite 1000 and the grin that never went 
away.
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Hawkes Bay

10-12th February

AEROTOW 

MEETING

Friday I was unable to be at the field due to work, but from 
talking to the ones that managed to get there, from lunch time 
the weather was great, small breeze all day blue sky.

We had 2 oopsies, one tow plane lost his undercarriage, the 
other which I was unaware of was we have a problem with the 
moving trees just as you are coming in on finals.

Saturday at home no wind, we get out there again a small 
breeze, blue sky, the odd cloud but great for towing. It was a 
slow start but we all got going in the end. Saturday night we all 
went to the local Chock and Filly for the one drink and feed 
....Yeah right.

Sunday was cloudy but still just a breeze, we couldn’t of picked 
a better weekend for the weather. The thermals were there but 
they made you work for them. We had another 2 oopsies with 
another tow plane hooking the tow line on the fence coming in 
and the other a glider coming in on finals with one airbrake not 
working. It dropped the wing at not a great height and it was to 
late to recover.

Overall I think everyone enjoyed themselves with 13 pilots 
attending the meeting.

Thanks to the tow pilots with out them we would not have an 
Aerotow. Next meeting March 31-2 April in Taupo then May 
26th-28th Taupo also. See you all there

Graeme Rose

Top to bottom:
General pit view
Ross Brinsleys Slingsby Swallow
Kens Baby Bolus built by Angus Macdonald.
Gordon McArthur & Peter Randerson working on Gordon’s Blanik
Left: 
Ken Rose spotting for Colin. 
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This had been planned by the F3K (Discus Hand launch) team for 
some time and Jonathan Shorer, our Team manager, suggested his 
place for team accommodation and Levin Club field as a venue. Joe 
Wurts and Kevin Botherway headed there for Friday night fish and 
chips with Neal Moss flying down early Saturday morning. We already 
had some exciting news as the pre-entry list was growing and with 
over 20 entries the numbers looked good. If the weather played ball 
we would all have some fun. A BIG thanks to Len Drabble and Peter 
Williams who had already held an appetizer the previous week with 
their club members on thermal skills and soaring tips.
 
On Saturday we all met at the Levin Club with a dedicated DLG field 
and Len briefed us.  We broke into two basic groups for starters, one 
for radio and plane setups run by Joe and one for launch technique 
and setup run by Kev and Neal. We all had helpers that had quite a bit 
of experience to spread the workload. After this, and moving into a little 
all up last down Len ran some small tasks so everyone could get the 
feel of very light competition with the ladder task being used as an 
example. 

Lunch was then served in the clubrooms organised by Jonathan and 
Gill Shorer – this was all part of the event and everyone spent time 
catching up. After lunch the regular fliers and F3K team spent some 
time with all up last down incorporating turnarounds, this was 
awesome. The team needed to have other planes in the air around 
them which highlighted improvements that could be made in 
techniques for avoiding other models.

Back to the Jonathan’s place for Joe and Kev to have a UMX radian 
competition (with beer) before Gill and Len kindly served a lovely meal 
then time for the team catch up and spa pool to wind the body down…..

Another great day for day 2, and as previously advised the night 
before, we held an impromptu competition and managed six or seven 
full rounds with 15 competitors entered. We had the big timer clock 
running and programmed and Joe and Kev briefed everyone before 
each task on the dos and don’ts. It was absolutely fantastic to have so 
many new enthusiastic   people and the F3K Team really thanks you 
for supporting us. At around three o’clock it all came to a stop with light 
misting rain moving in. It was time for all of to head for home. We sold 
quite few raffle tickets and everyone paid a donation entry which will 
go towards to the 2017 team. Special thanks to: Gill Shorer, Jonathan 
Shorer and Len Drabble

Next F3K competition is 13th May Hawkes Bay, we’d love to see ya 
there!

.

F3KF3KF3K TEAMTEAMTEAM
FUNDRAISERFUNDRAISERFUNDRAISER

CLINIC & COMPETITIONCLINIC & COMPETITIONCLINIC & COMPETITION
LEVINLEVINLEVIN
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To Contact the SIG Committee
1. For general enquiries, to be registered as a SIG member, 

and matters regarding competition rules, contact Wayne 
C a r t w r i g h t  ( C h a i r m a n / S e c r e t a r y ) : 
wcartwright@vodafone.co.nz. 

2. To be placed on the free email circulation list for AVANZ 
News, and to contribute articles and ideas, contact Bernard 
Scott (AVANZ News Editor):  scott.scott@xtra.co.nz. 

3. To be sent free pdf plans from the AVANZ Plans Service, 
including access to the huge Co-op Plans archive, contact 
M a r k  Ve n t e r  ( A V A N Z  P l a n s  C o o r d i n a t o r ) :  
avanzplans@xtra.co.nz. 

RC Vintage Contest and Rally Schedule 2016/17
April 22, 23   NNI Contest and Rally  Tuakau
May 20, 21   NNI Contest and Rally Blackfeet 

Techniques for Vintage: 
Building Your Own Wheels - by Allan Knox
(Columnist’s note:  Many Vintage and Classical designs call for 
wheel profiles that can be made in the way suggested by Alan, 
and they can also be used for non-vintage lightly-loaded sport 
models.)

I always enjoy making light wooden wheels. They are ideally 
suited to lightly-loaded vintage and sport models – both RC 
and FF.  Making them is very easy and cheap, using this 
procedure:

1. Start with a ply disc sandwiched between balsa discs – 
epoxy glued.

2. Drill the hub centre hole on the drill-press table, ensuring 
that the axle hole is square.

3. Carve the wheel roughly to shape. I prefer a streamlined 
shape but conventional hub & tyre shapes are also 
feasible.

4. CA the hub tube in place but leave it long enough to act as a 
mandrel that can be clamped in a drill-press chuck, with a 
length of wire inserted.

5. Spin the wheel on the drill-press as a simple lathe, and use 
sandpaper and a block to shape a nice turned wheel.

6. Trim the hub tube to length and add facing washers using 
epoxy to support the tube. For wheels larger than 2.5 
inches diameter, I use 1/2 inch diameter discs of circuit 
board as washers but on small wheels I just added smaller 
metal washers. The washers are epoxied in place over the 
tube and transfer axle loads to the wheel faces, thus 
stabilising the hub.

7. Harden the wheels with 3/4 oz glass cloth epoxied and over 
both inner and outer faces. On larger wheels, place a wrap 
of carbon around the rim to give a wear resistant surface. 
Built this way, the wheels stand up to the rough and tumble 
of vintage power model spot landings which are often 
‘arrivals’. The wheels on my 3 pound, 60 inch Lancer have 
lasted for 12 years without any problems.

8. Complete final sanding and painting.

intageV
SIG

The tyre shown in the photo was drawn on with a permanent 
marker and then a bit of detailing was added the same way. 
Clear-coat or fuel proofer lock this in place. If you spin the wheel 
on an axle and hold the pen steady then you get a nice even tyre 
- bit like using a potter’s wheel.  So there you go - customized 
light weight wheels that cost little - very satisfying.

Competition Classes Reviewed:   
RC Precision – Vintage and Classical
There are two RC Precision classes. Vintage Precision is for 
designs up to 1951, and Classical Precision is for designs dated 
1951 – 1975.  Vintage Precision is the oldest and most popular 
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Page 32 Model Flying World

class in the SIG, with 23 entries at the last Nationals.  Classical 
Precision was introduced just a few years ago and interest in it 
is now growing rapidly.

Unlike the Duration and Texaco classes, Precision does not 
have the objective of maximising flight time. Instead, the aim is 
to achieve a flight time of exactly 180 seconds from a motor run 
of up to 60 seconds. The flight is scored at one point per second 
up to 180, with one point deducted from 180 for each second 
over this time. For example, a flight time of 187 seconds scores 
180 - 7 = 173 points.  A further 20 points are awarded if the 
model comes to rest in a marked 30m circle.  

Vintage Precision has the additional provision of Age Bonus 
Points.  These are based on the approved date of the model 
design, and are calculated as one point for each full year that 
the design predates 1951. To use three designs as examples, 
the Long Cabin design is dated 1935, so receives 15 bonus 
points for each flight.  At the other end of the Vintage period, the 
Tomboy design is dated 1950, so has no bonus points.  In 
between these extremes, the Playboy design is dated 1940, so 
is awarded 10 bonus points. The age bonus points are added 
to the points from the flight.  Extending the example, if the flight 
time is 169 seconds, a Long Cabin would score 184 points, a 
Playboy 179 points, and a Tomboy 169 points.  

The rules specify that the maximum number of points 
attainable for a flight is 200. Thus, if landing points are also 
attained, the Long Cabin would score a maximum 200 points, 
the Playboy 199 points and the Tomboy 189 points. This may 
seem complicated but it works out simply in practice.

The age bonus points provide a buffer around the flight time.  In 
effect, the Long Cabin has a buffer of plus or minus 15 points 
around 180.  That is, it receives the target 180 flight points if the 
flight time is anywhere between 165 seconds and 195 
seconds, because the age bonus offsets the inaccurate flight 
time  The Playboy has a buffer of plus or minus 10 points, so 
receives 180 flight points if the time is between 170 and 190 
seconds. The buffer commonly leads to contests in which 
several flyers attain the maximum score of 600, from three 200-
point flights. The fly-off that follows has no age bonus points, so 
the final result reflects only precision flying.  These fly-offs are a 
very enjoyable aspect of the Vintage Precision class.

There is no age bonus in Classical Precision so each flight 
score in that class is simply the sum of the flight points and 
landing points (the same as for the fly-off in Vintage Precision).

It has to be emphasized that ‘Precision’ refers to the accuracy 
of the flight time and landing in the circle, not the quality of the 
landing itself, which can sometimes be more like an ‘arrival’.

In the Precision classes, choice of model design is far wider 
than in the Duration and Texaco classes. This is because 
almost any design can achieve three minutes flight time from a 
one minute motor run, so sport-type designs are entirely 
suitable. Thus, part of the appeal of Precision is that it enables 
choice from a very wide selection of Vintage and Classical 
designs. Preferred designs have the ability to turn tightly on 
landing approaches through having sufficient vertical tail 
surfaces and enough dihedral/polyhedral. They also have 
good penetration for approaches and landing, which is usually 
achieved with wing loadings of 10 oz/sqft or higher.  Larger 
models penetrate better but are also more difficult to keep in 
the landing circle. Hence, wing spans in the range 50 – 75 
inches are most common. The models must have robust 
undercarriages. The original design may be scaled up or down 
and power may be IC or Electric without restrictions on battery 
size.

In Vintage Precision, the age bonus rule favours designs from 
the early days of ‘gas model’ flying.  These designs have the 
traditional ‘old timer’ appearance.  The Trenton Terror, Dallaire 
Sportster, and King Burd shown in the photos are typical 
examples.  Vintage Precision provides the opportunity to enjoy 
flying these great old designs in competition. They also make 
excellent sport models.

Trenton Terror

Dallaire Sportster

The designs used in Classical Precision come from a different 
tradition. They are usually scaled-up versions of small free flight 
sport designs from the 1950s and 60s, and early rudder/elevator 
RC designs are also eligible.Smeed designs such as the 
Courtesan and Madcap shown in the photos are suitable, as is 
the Keil Kraft Halo. Classical Precision provides the opportunity 
to revive these designs in RC form.

It is important to note that most of these small free flight models 
were designed for slow nose-up climbing and so many have 
decalage (the angle between the wing and the tailplane) of 
around 4 degrees. This is not desirable for our RC flying.  
Chosen designs should be checked and decalage established 

King Burd
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at about 2 degrees or a little more. The best way to reduce 
decalage is to install the tailplane with more positive, which is 
allowed by the rules. This allows the original appearance of the 
wing/cabin area to be retained. Many Classical designs also 
have flimsy undercarriage mountings, which need to be 
strengthened.

Courtesan

Madcap

 

Another Source of Plans – ‘X’ Plans
The X List Plans include most of the vintage, classical, classic, 
and nostalgia plans published originally by Aeromodeller and 
Model Aircraft magazines in the UK.  X Plans are on the 
website of the publisher of the current RCM&E magazine: 
modelflying.com.uk. To track through from this website, click on 
‘Shop’, then on ‘Model Aircraft’, then on ‘RCM&E Plans 
Service’.  X List Plans are the last on this menu.  Alternatively, 
Google ‘X List Plans’ and go straight to this page!

I find this site tricky to use.  If you know the name of the design, 
there is no problem – simply enter it in the search box at the top 
of the page.  However, if you want to browse, there is no 
alternative to scrolling through the pages – there is no category 

menu.  Moreover, a Vintage or Classical design that may 
interest you may be in one of the other RCM&E Plans 
categories, and not in the X List – so quite a hunt may be 
required.  The prices seem very high and delivery is stated to 
take up to six weeks.  In summary, it is great to have this 
resource but it is not as user-friendly as many others, and it 
seems expensive.

Good Designs for Vintage Precision & Classical 
Precision
The two plans recommended for Vintage Precision tick all the 
boxes but, surprisingly, have not been flown in NZ competitions 
in recent years. 
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The Long Cabin has a large vertical tail, generous dihedral, an 
undercarriage that can be as robust as you like, and 15 age 
bonus points. The plan shown is a re-draft by Model Builder, 
and conforms well to the original drawing. The original is also 
available for those who would like to build from it. I would 
suggest re-alignment of the lower main spar with the top one, 
so that vertical webs can be installed, which is allowed by the 
rules.  The undercarriage mount area needs strengthening, 
with sheet in-fills on the sides and ply plates to take mounting 
straps .

The King Burd is dated 1936 (14 age bonus points) but looks 
even older!  This design also has a large vertical tail, adequate 
dihedral and robust structure. This is a design for Vintage 
enthusiasts who admire ‘old timer’ appearance more than 
elegance!

For Classical Precision Vic Smeed’s Courtesan and Dave 
Platt’s Keil Kraft Halo are recommended. To the writer, both are 
pleasant-looking designs that are straightforward builds, and 
neither has so far appeared in our contests. The Halo should 
also do well in Classical Duration.  

Jonathan Shorer, David Thornley, Bernard and Sue Scott before 
the Jumping Bean fly off at the North Island Vintage and Classical 
Championships

The spar arrangement on the Courtesan plan is 
unclear.  I suggest upper and lower main spars with 
vertical webs. The undercarriage mount needs 
substantial strengthening. The Halo also needs a 
much more robust undercarriage, and the structure 
supporting the front of the wing mount look 
vulnerable.  A full-depth centre-line triangular gusset 
is suggested.  

Plans for all of these are on Outerzone. The Halo plan 
provides ribs and formers, and the Long Cabin plan is 
the original 1935 drawing.
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I thought I’d write this note in case you’ve been thinking about 
having a go at pylon racing and wondered what’s involved, etc. 
So any potential racers out there, here’s a bit of basic 
information around the why, what and how of getting into sport 
pylon racing. 

“Why”, well it’s simple, it’s a heap of fun. Sport class pylon 
racing gets the adrenalin pumping, the scores are not 
subjective - you race the clock, the fastest most blingy model 
nearly never wins. The sport is good for improving the reactions 
and provides a great opportunity for a few laughs and a bit of 
excitement.

The racing itself is pretty simple; rules are contained within the 
MFNZ web site under “pylon” if you want to look at the detail. In 
heats of no more than 3 models, the racing consists of 10 laps 
around a 3 pylon course with each pilot “started” a second apart 
from a rolling take-off. The times are recorded in seconds and 
for Quickie Sport typical course times will be around the 90 - 
120s mark. The racing is against the clock - but sharing the 
course with up to 3 other racers ripping up the sky adds that 
element of competition which ensures you pull out all the stops 
– no one likes being passed! Scoring includes the time to 
complete 10 laps and any penalties. Penalties are awarded for 
cutting the course and the first cut will incur a 10% penalty on 
your time – i.e. +10%. So often flying a nice tight (but not too 
tight) course will work out better than pushing your luck and 
incurring penalties by missing a pylon or wandering outside the 
course. Cutting twice though will disqualify you from that 
particular race. You do get one get out of jail free card though as 
your worst score of the day is dropped anyway.

Each pilot has a helper/caller whose job it is to release the 
model under starters instructions for race start and to guide the 
pilot around the course by calling the flag drop about #1 pylon 
(actually it’s a light signal these days) and may also help to 
guide the pilot to fly the model around #2 and #3 pylons (In my 
experience, I am so focused on the model, I don’t really see 
much else…so rely on the caller a lot). It is a team event - the 
caller can have a very significant impact on the performance of 
the pilot and part of the skill of racing Quickie is to learn how to 
work most effectively together. 

”What”, well the models are very basic. Typically they are an 
ARF type such as the Great Planes Viper, available in a huge 
range of colours (red or white that is – you can add some stripes 
or stickers to customise it a bit and help identification by the 
timers). The Quickie models can be equipped with basic gear 
consisting of 4 standard servos (rud/ele/ail and thr) and 
typically the rud/ele are combined into the V tail with a Tx mix – 

SPORT PYLON

TRY RACING

J Knox

Upper NI Pylon Calendar 2017    
    
April 30th  JR Airsail Airfield  
    
May 28th  Paul Clausen Airfield  
    
June 25th  JR Airsail Airfield  (End of Year BBQ)
    
Venues:
JR Airsail Airfield 299 Native Rd., Pukekawa  
Paul Clausen Airfield 244 (Fonterra No. 72709) 
   Telephone Rd., Puketaha  
    

South Island 2017    
    
McLeans Island Flyers fly Pylon on every second Saturday 
of every month    
    
Christchurch MAC Pylon, third Saturday of each month. 
Open to CMAC members only,    
points go towards the CMAC club championships.    

JR AIRSAIL are proud to announce we are now the 
official NZ supplier for all Big Bruce Racing products.

If you are looking for some top quality ARF Pylon 
kits you can’t go past BBR kits for quality and 

performance.
To take a look at their extensive range go to;  

https://bigbruceracing-public.sharepoint.com/
All of these kits are made to order therefore we can 
get your new racer manufactured in your own colour 

scheme to your requirements

For all enquiries give us a call at JR Airsail  
09 2334014 or email us at  theteam@airsail.co.nz
We also carry in stock all your racing spares, OS, 
Nelson and Merlin glow plugs, Tetra tanks, Jett 

Refuelers, FAI wheels and many more
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not always the case as some designs have standard 
configuration tails and not V tails. Standard servos are fine; 
there is not much, if anything, to be gained by going all out on 
high end servos.

The motor of choice is the OS 46AXII. They are run using stock 
muffler and typically using the plate mount supplied with the kit. 
These motors run exceptionally well and are very reliable and 
cost effective. There are other good brands of motors that can 
be used if preferred (but check the rules first as some motors 
are not permitted). The size of the motor is limited to 7.5cm^3 or 
0.46ci in the old numbers. Typically, most racers fly a stock APC 
9x7 – you can use other props but the reality is the 9x7 just 
seems to work the best.  Local retail list prices are around $270 
for a motor and $320 for the ARF kit. Some racers opt to build 
from scratch or use short kits and these models are often great 
performers. But for me, being quite lazy, the ARF will do. I just 
pulled the gear out of some old sports model for my Quickie.

Finally, the fuel to be used in competition must be 10% 
nitromethane, 18% oil and balance methanol. There is another 
fuel class which is run at the Nationals where the models are 
essentially the same but the fuel is standard 80/20 with 0% 
nitromethane.

“How”, the flying skills required to compete in Quickie Sport I 
would say are medium. The models are not hard to fly but they 
are quite fast and they can be a bit fun to land sometimes 
because of their light wing loading and soft control response. 
With good basic flying skills and a bit of practice on the model 
you will find, as I did, that your flying improves with every race. 
There are some basic/common sense safety rules to abide by 
and these are explained at each racing event by the organisers. 
Wearing a hard hat when on the course is a mandatory 
requirement.

There are links on the MFNZ web site for further pylon 
information and there is a competition calendar produced by the 
SIG committee as well. Get in touch with any of the contacts 
listed below for further information, we’d be very keen to hear 
from you and help where we can. The events are great fun and 
low key and when not flying there’s plenty of other course 
activities to assist with (timing, starting, cut judge, sausage 
sizzler) which is really great to get involved with as it will help you 
to understand how the event works. Typically we will get thru 
some 5-8 races for each class depending on the weather and 
numbers on the day. If you’re after a good bit of excitement and 
pitching your flying skills against others’, consider giving 
Quickie Sport a go, it’s a great and cost effective introduction to 
RC racing and a hell of a lot of fun! We’ve even had a couples 
race; where partners call for the pilots which adds a whole new 
dimension to the racing, but that’s another story….
Dave Austin (SI)              austindec@xtra.co.nz
Or Trevor Henderson (SI)  bigtrev@xtra.co.nz
Or John Danks (NI)       theteam@airsail.co.nz
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Rob Wallace

Two FAI Flyers Antony Koerbin and Paul Squires have just 
returned at the time of writing from Lost Hills California and 
beyond and both have acquitted themselves well. Lost Hills is a 
magic place to go but this time around there was heavy rain to 
begin with making the entrance extremely boggy. Nevertheless 
the competitions still happened with Paul and Antony getting 
well up the scoreboard, keeping NZ on the map. Hopefully in 
the next issue will be a write-up from 1 or both of them.

A question has been asked re entering in combined events. For 
example Mini Combined. Can a competitor fly say Coupe 1 
round, A1 the next and 1/2A power for the 3rd. The SIG would 
like feedback on the subject and a formal ruling will be 
published. Currently it is probably left up to the contest 
directors but clarity is what is required before the contest starts 
so people can be aware of what is allowed and fly accordingly.

At the time of writing voting was in progress for the 2 remits 
published in February MFW. I hope plenty of people have 
voted by the 31st March and results will be published in the next 
available MFW and on the website as well as the NZ ff 
Facebook page.

For those interested in competing in 4 World Cup events in  
Narrandera, Australia there will be 3 Aussie events and 1 NZ 
event (Tui Cup) from around 1st May to 13th May. Entry forms 
are available for the Tui Cup by sending an email to 
ffonzrjw@xnet.co.nz

"Although entry was free for Junior competitors at the National 
Champs they still need to register up to 6pm the day before. 
This is really important! 

By the time you read this the North Island Free Flight Champs 
will have been or just about been flown. This is a fairly relaxed 
competition  run by Antony Koerbin at Carterton as per the 
program published in February MFW from 7th-9th April. It would 
be good to see the resurrection of a South Island Free Flight 
Champs. (Hint to South Island Flyers).

As Chairman of the Free Flight SIG it can be difficult to write 
something for MFW all the time that people don’t already know 
about because of the internet and Facebook etc. and the 
deadline date seems to come around fast. Please keep sending 
photos and articles on your flying, building or whatever to try to 
keep this part of the magazine interesting  and informative.

Bryce Gibson checking out his timer settings prior to flying at Proctor Rd

Peter Wilson about to launch his Kiwi Power model at the 2017 Nats while 
his wife timekeeps

Paul Squires competing with a six 
panel wing Wakefield model at Lost 
Hills California. Judging by the clothing 
and look it is less than tropical as it is 
the end of winter over there.

Paul Squires competing with a six 
panel wing Wakefield model at Lost 
Hills California. Judging by the clothing 
and look it is less than tropical as it is 
the end of winter over there.
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2017 NDC CALENDAR
Come-on everyone, let’s make 2017 the year we “have a go” and relive the days of old. Remember the 
classes can be flown on any weekend in the month listed and the scores to reach the NDC Recording 
Officer by the 14th of the following month. 
        
Free Flight    
Jan 1 Aggregate  
Jan 2 Catapult Launched Glider  
Jan 3 Hand Lanched Glider  
Jan 4 Coupe d'Hiver  
Jan 5 Tip Launch Glider  
Jan 6 A1 Glider  
 Feb 7 P30 
Feb 8 Open Rubber  
Feb 9 Open Power  
Feb 10 FAI F1A Glider  
Feb 11 1/2 A Power  
Feb 173 Open Tissue   
 Mar 174 Indoor Hand Launch Glider         
Mar 12 FAI FIB  Rubber  
Mar 13 Kiwi Power  
Mar 14 Kennedy Precision  
Mar 15 Aggregate  
Mar 16 Tip Launch Glider  
Mar 175 Hanger Rat         
 Apr 17 1/2 A Power  
Apr 18 Open Rubber  
Apr  19 Open Power  
Apr  20 Coupe d'Hiver  
Apr  21 P30 
Apr  22 FA1 Glider         
Apr  23 Kiwi Power         
Apr  24 Open Glider         
Apr  25 Catapult Launched Glider         
Apr  26 Hand Lanched Glider         
Apr  176 E36         
Apr  177 FAI F1L Indoor Rubber         
 May 27 Open Rubber  
May  28 1/2 A Power  
May  29 Kiwi Power  
May  30 Open Glider  
May  31 FAI F1L Indoor Rubber  
 Jun 33 Hangar Rat  
Jun 34 Indoor Hand Lauch Glider  
Jun 35 A1 Glider  
Jun 36 P30  
Jun 37 Coupe d'Hiver  
Jun 38 FAI F1A Glider  
 Jul 39 Aggregate  
Jul 40 Open Glider  
Jul 41 FAI F1D Indoor Rubber  
 Aug 42 Catapult Launched Glider  
Aug 43 Hand Lanched Glider  
Aug 44 Open Power  
Aug 45 Kennedy Precision  
Aug 178 Open Tissue         
 Sept 46 FAI FIB  Rubber  
Sept 47 FAI F1A Glider  
Sept 48 FAI F1D Indoor Rubber  
Sept 179 Indoor Hand Launch Glider  
 Oct 49 1/2 A Power  
Oct 50 Hangar Rat  
Oct 51 Indoor Hand Lauch Glider  
Oct 52 Tip Launch Glider  
Oct 180 E36 
 Nov 53 A1 Glider  
Nov 54 Coupe d'Hiver  
Nov 55 P30  
Nov 56 Catapult Launched Glider  
Nov 181 Indoor Hand Lauch Glider  
                
 

Vintage 
Jan 91 Vintage FF Precision 
Jan 92 FF Vintage Glider Duration 
Jan 93 FF Nostalgia Glider Duration 
Jan 94 RC Classical 1/2E Texaco 
Jan 95 RC Classical E Texaco 
Jan 96 RC Classical Precision 
 Feb 97 FF Vintage Power Duration 
Feb 98 FF Nostalgia Power Duration 
Feb 99 FF Nostalgia Rubber Duration 
Feb 100 FF Classic Rubber Duration 
Feb 101 VRC Vintage 1/2A Texaco 
Feb 102 RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco  
 Feb 103 RC Classical IC Duration 
Mar 104 FF Classic Glider Duration  
Mar 105 FF Vintage Rubber Duration 
Mar 106 RC Vintage IC Duration 
Mar 107 RC Vintage E Duration 
Mar  108  RC Classical E Duration    
 Apr 109 FF Nostalgia 1/2A/ Min Replica 
Apr 110 FF Classic Power Duration 
Apr 111 RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco 
Apr 112 RC Vintage A Texaco 
Apr 113 RC Vintage E Texaco 
May  114 FF Vintage Precision 
May  115 FF Vintage Power Duration 
May  116 FF Nostalgia Rubber Duration 
May  117 RC Vintage & Classical Scale 

Texaco 
May  118 RC Vintage Open Texaco 
 Jun 119 Vintage FF Hand Launch Glider 
Jun 120 Vintage FF Catapult Glider 
Jun 121 FF Nostalgia Power Duration 
Jun 122 FF Classic Rubber Duration 
Jun 123 RC Vintage Precision 
June 124 RC Classical E Duration 
 Jul 125 FF Nostalgia Glider Duration 
Jul 126 RC Vintage & Classical Scale 

Texaco 
Jul 127 RC Classical Precision 
 Aug 128 RC Vintage IC Duration 
Aug 129 RC Vintage E Texaco 
Aug 130 RC Classical E Duration 
Aug 131 RC Vintage Precision 
Sept 132 FF Nostalgia 1/2A/Min Replica 
Sept 133 FF Classic Power Duration 
Sept 134 RC Vintage 1/2A Texaco 
Sept 135 RC Vintage A Texaco 
 Oct 136 Vintage FF Hand Launch Glider 
Oct 137 Vintage FF Catapult Glider 
Oct 138 Vintage RC Open Texaco 
Oct 139 Classical RC 1/2E Texaco 
Oct 140 Classical RC E Texaco 
 Nov 141 Vintage FF Glider Duration 
Nov 142 Classic FF Glider Duration 
Nov 143 RC Vintage E Rubber Texaco 
Nov 144 RC Vintage 1/2E Texaco 
Nov 145 RC Classical IC Duration 

Soaring        
Jan 57 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only 
  (total raw scores)  
Jan 58 ALES Radian Class P  
Feb 59 Thermal A (Open)  
Feb 60 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)  
Feb 61 ALES 123 Class N  
Feb 62 X5J Unlimited Class O  
Mar 63 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only 
  (total raw scores)  

Control Line 
Feb 146 1/2 A Team Race 
Feb 147 FAI Team Race 
  (F2C & F2F combined) 
Feb 148 Open Goodyear Team Race 
Feb 149 Slow Goodyear Team Race 
Feb 150 Class B Team Race 
Feb 151 F2A Speed 
Feb 152 Percentage Speed 
Feb 153 Classic 'A' Team Race 
Feb 154 Classic 'B Team Race 
Apr 155 1/2 A Team Race 
Apr 156 FAI Team Race 
  (F2C & F2F combined) 
Apr 157 Open Goodyear Team Race 
Apr 158 Slow Goodyear Team Race 
Apr 159 Class B Team Race 
Apr 160 F2A Speed 
Apr 161 Percentage Speed 
Apr 162 Classic 'A' Team Race 
Apr 163 Classic 'B Team Race 
Oct 164 1/2 A Team Race 
Oct 165 FAI Team Race 
  (F2C & F2F combined) 
Oct 166 Open Goodyear Team Race 
Oct 167 Slow Goodyear Team Race 
Oct 168 Class B Team Race 
Oct 169 F2A Speed 
Oct 170 Percentage Speed 
Oct 171 Classic 'A' Team Race 
Oct 172 Classic 'B Team Race 

Soaring continued
Mar 64 SALES 200 Class M 
  (Scoring per 3.13.7)        
Mar 65 ALES Radian Class P  
Apr 66 Thermal  J (2,4,6,8,10)  
Apr 67 ALES Radian Class P  
Apr 68 FAI F3F  
May 69 Thermal D (F500)  
May  70 Thermal B (10 min)  
Jun 71 ALES 200 Class M 
  (Scoring per 3.13.7)        
Jun 72 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only 
  (total raw scores)  
Jun 73 ALES Radian Class P  
Jul 74 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)  
Jul 75 Thermal A (Open)  
Jul 76 FAI F3F   
Jul 77 ALES 123 Class N  
Aug 78 Thermal B (10 min)  
Aug 79 X5J Unlimited Class O         
Sept 80 Thermal D (F500)         
Sept 81 ALES 200 Class M 
  (Scoring per 3.13.7)         
Sept 82 ALES Radian Class P         
Sept 83 Thermal  J (2,4,6,8,10)         
 Oct 84 ALES 123 Class N         
Oct 85 ALES Radian Class P         
Oct 86 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only 
  (total raw scores)         
Oct 87 FAI F3F         
 Nov 88 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H only 
  (total raw scores)         
Nov 89 ALES 200 Class M 
  (Scoring per 3.13.7)         
Nov 90 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)         
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Des Richards, 13 Collins Crescent, Feilding 4702, Email mfnz.recordingofficer@gmail.com

FROM THE RECORDING OFFICER

Below the results received for the first two months. You will note that some data is missing. This was not provided so is not included. 
They are all in the club number so, if recording officers provide me the details I will enter them this time. In future I will not be doing 
this so missing information will not be captured. In this case club points would not have been accumulated.

An amended NDC program is also attached. A few indoor events have been added.

FREE FLIGHT RESULTS   
1 Aggregate        
1 Daniel Walker  60 621
2 Tawhai Webby 60 302
             
2 Catapult Launched Glider        
1  Graham Lovejoy 38 254
2  Paul Squires  38 229
3  Rachael Jackson Jnr 9 228
4 Owen Rogers  79 217
5   Dave Jackson 9 198
6   Allan Baker  22 193
7  Lynn Rodway  9 180
8 Des Richards  38 167
9 Tawhai Webby 60 162
10  Peter Walker  60 127
11  Daniel Walker 60 123
             
3 Hand Launched Glider        
1  Peter Walker  60 129
2 Kim Webby  60 118
3  Daniel Walker  60 117
4  Tawhai Webby 60 57
             
5 Tip Launch Glider        
1  Dave Jackson 9 310
2 Allan Baker  22 210
             
6 A1 Glider        
1 Dave Jackson 9 487
2  Lynn Rodway  9 403
3  Roy Gunner  9 31
             
7 P30        
1  Bruce Bonner  9 212
      

CONTROL LINE RESULTS   
147 FAI Team Race (F2C & F2F combined)        
1 Glen Lewis/Robert Bolton  3-19.79                 
2  Graham Christie/Rod Brown 3-27.06
3  Andrew Robinson   3-34.67
4  Rob Wallace/Bryce Rackley 4-03.87
5  Brendan Robinson   4-55.41
             
148  Open Goodyear Team Race        
1  Rod Brown    4-59.02
2  Brian Howser    5-45.29
3  Bryce Rackley   6-01.07
             
149 Slow Goodyear Team Race        
1  Andrew Robinson   3-59.44
2  Graham Christie   4-03.62
3  Rob Wallace    4-05.12
4  Brendan Robinson   4-06.18
5  Rod Brown    4-12.47
6  Bryce Rackley   4-14.78
7 Ashley Keeling   4-16.56
8  Adrian Hamilton   4-26.25
9  Steve Hansen   4-33.09
10  Dan Walker    4-52.93
11 Brian Howser    5-21.06
             

150  Class B Team Race        
1  Andrew/Don Robinson   3-53.70
2  Brian Howser    4-11.00
             
152 Percentage Speed        
1 Andrew Robinson   89.23
2 Brendan Robinson   83.05
3  Don Robinson   69.91
4 Rob Wallace    60.87
5  Bryce Rackley   0
             
153 Classic 'A' Team Race        
1  Don Robinson   5-12.97
2  Rod Brown    5-13.72
3  Brian Howser    5-21.81
4  Bryce Rackley   6-02.43
             
154 Classic 'B Team Race        
1  Ashley Keeling   5-11.44
2  Brian Howser    5-20.22
3  Steve Hansen   6-27.72
4  Rex Ashwell  35 1683
5  Ken McMillan  35 1657
6  Allan Knox  56 1599
7  Allan Baker  35 1134
             

SOARING RESULTS      
57 F3K Tasks B,D,G,H  (total raw scores)        
1  Joe Wurts  18 2192
2 Kevin Botherway 18 2154
3  Rex Ashwell  35 1683
4  Ken McMillan 35 1657
5  Allan Knox  56 1599
6  Allan Baker  35 1134
             
58 ALES Radian Class P        
1  Joe Wurts  18 1400
2 Kevin Botherway 18 1269
3  Rex Ashwell  35 972
             
59 Thermal A (Open)        
1 Peter Glassey 56 1357
2  Allan Knox  56 1330
3  Keith Elliott  56 426
             
60 Thermal H (2 Metre Glider)        
1  Allan Knox  56 1607
2  Keith Elliott  56 1408
             
61 ALES 123 Class N        
  Peter Deacon  35 1216
  Phil Elvy  35 1011
  Rex Ashwell  35 998
  Allan Knox  56 991
  Peter Graham 35 836
             
62 X5J Unlimited Class O        
  Peter Deacon  35 2291
  Rex Ashwell  35 2233
  Phil Elvy  35 2188
  Peter Graham 35 2125
  Allan Knox  56 2023
  Keith Elliott  56 1000
  Ian Hill  56 523

The NDC calendar has had a few 
additions in the free flight classes. These 
do not alter the January events and are in 
Indoor and E-36 classes. The updated 
calendar is in this issue and on the web.

Congratulations to all of you who 
competed last year and well done to the 
winners.

Club Recording Officers – please be 
aware that we (hopefully) will have a new 
recording system running by the end of 
February. An email will be sent when we 
are ready to go. Currently keep sending 
the results to me.

One area that makes for many hours 
work for me is no or wrong membership 
numbers being given to people. From 
now on the membership number you 
give will be awarded the score. If you give 
the wrong number or no number then the 
wrong person and club or in the second 
case no score will be recorded. There will 
be no cross checking of what you send 
in.

The system runs on three codes, Event 
Number, Membership Number, Club 
Number. These determine were the 
score is entered. You are responsible for 
getting it correct.

An analyses of the last two years have 
found a number of events that are not 
flown. These will be removed from the 
program. Any event without three 
contestants will be classed as not being 
flown. It is a competition not a points 
gathering exercise.

To those of you that have said to me there 
is no cost to the program, put in every 
class in the rule book. Step forward, fly 
only one or two classes so you are not 
accused of being biased with results, and 
carry out the NDC Recording Role. You 
will find you lose between 3 and 4 days a 
month but hey, it costs nothing.

I also suggest you read the rules on NDC 
and stop inventing what you want. While 
ninety-five percent of members are 
fantastic to work with unfortunately a 
very small number make the task a 
chore.
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VENUE FOR ALL CENTRAL AREA DATES ABOVE: 
RAYNOR'S FARM, GLADSTONE RD, CARTERTON  approx. 0800 start 

Counts for 2018 Team

CENTRAL AREA 
FAI FREE FLIGHT 

TRIALS  
F1A-F1B-F1C

All participants MUST REGISTER with the organisers at 
least 48 hours in advance in case of cancellation or 
changes to the arrangements prove necessary due to 
weather etc. If no one registers the trail may be cancelled. 
Trialists may need to bring their own timekeepers if no one 
else can attend. Organisers cannot promise to provide 
other than date and venue. Trials MAY be flown in rounds.

Organiser
:

Organiser
: Paul Squires 021 029 94110      

pwsquires@hotmail.com

Saturday 22nd April 2017
Sunday 23rd April 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 20th May 2017
Sunday 21st May 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 17th June 2017
Sunday 18th June 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 15th July 2017
Sunday 16th July 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 14th October 2017
Sunday 15th October 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 18th November 2017
Sunday 19th November 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 9th December 2017
Sunday 10th December 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 12th August 2017
Sunday 13th August 

Wind/rain date

Saturday 16th September 2017
Sunday 17th September Wind/rain 

date

April 2017 Page 41

WANTED
April                                      2017

RUBBER STRIPPER used to strip rubber 
to varying thickness for rubber models

Telephone Allen on 021 434 261

INTERNATIONAL

TOKOROA 2017
Spectacular

Jet
Ex-pat Roger Perretts 1/7 scale F-100D won the Supreme award of the event  
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3. Ashburton M.A.C.
Brian Mitchell
29 Bridge Street, Netherby
ASHBURTON 7700
03 308 3207 
bk.mitch@xtra.co.nz

79. Ashhurst Model Fliers (Inc)
Robin Wallace 
31 La Lena Grove 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4410
06 354 0535  
natgas@xtra.co.nz 

48. Auckland Free Flight Club
Gerald Wimmer
2241 Kaipara Coast Highway, 
Kakanui R.D.4 
WARKWORTH 0984
09 420 4429  
fly.kakanui@gmail.com

4. Auckland M.A.C.(Inc)
Mike Fairgray
3 Kanohi Terrace, Mangere Bridge
AUCKLAND 2022 
09 636 8439  
amacsecretary@mail.com

77. Aucklandsoar (Inc)
E.F. Bealing
36 Ripon Crescent, Meadowbank 
AUCKLAND 1072

35. Blenheim Model Aero Club
Murray Herd
70A Redwood Street
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 9199  
mherdz@xtra.co.nz

49.Bush Fliers M.A.C.
Anthony Hall
4 Emmerdale Mews
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
027 487 2476  
anthonyflysplanes@gmail.com

8. Cambridge Model Aero Club
Chris Taylor
07 823 5277 or 0274 924 637
CHRISON2WHEELS@hotmail.com

82. Central Districts Silent Flight
David James
41 Chippendale Crescent, Highbury 
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412
06 354 3452  
jamesdj@slingshot.co.nz

2. Central Otago Model Fliers
David Burke
117 Centennial Avenue  
ALEXANDRA 
03 448 6919 
avenue.motel@xtra.co.nz

9. Christchurch M.A.C. (Inc)
I. C. Harvey
55A Lochee Road, Upper Riccarton
CHRISTCHURCH 8041 
03 348 8206  
harveyi@plantwise.co.nz

10. Christchurch Radio Fliers Club Inc
Peter Hewson, 
307 Avonhead Rd,  Avonhead, 
CHRISTCHURCH 8042. 
03 358 4022  
jillhewson@xtra.co.nz

11. Dunedin M.A.C. (Inc)
D Nisbet
8 Shaw Street
MOSGIEL 9024

12. Egmont Modellers Club
John Spence
14D Saxton Road
Upper Vogeltown
NEW PLYMOUTH 4310
06 753 9241  
spencejs@clear.net.nz

27. Omarama Model Aircraft Club
Mr G R McLean
P.O. Box 219, Omarama
NORTH OTAGO 8950
Mcleang@xtra.co.nz

74. Open Skies Radio Flyers
Mat Wellington
Ph 06 278 1066  
mat_wellington@hotmail.com

87. Opotiki M.A.C.
Fred Hassall
PO Box 121 
OPOTIKI 3162
07 312 3577  
nukubluepack@xtra.co.nz

30. Palmerston North Aeroneers (Inc)
Neica Parker 
12 Haast Place 
PALMERSTON NORTH 
06 354 5972  
neciap@inspire.net.nz

66. Palmerston RC Model Flying
Ron Sloan
6 Geelong Street
WAIKOUAITI 9510
03 465 7260 
rsloan@xtra.co.nz

31. Papakura Manukau Aeromodellers 
Club (Inc)
Ron Wilson
82 Kilkenny Drive, Howick
AUCKLAND 2016
09 274 3221 
ronw1@xtra.co.nz  

54. Richard Pearse M.A.C.
Bill Wright
42 Harris Street, Pleasant Point
TIMARU 7903
03 614 7702  
shinerw@zoho.com

34. RNZAF Base Auckland M.A.C.
Rod Jacobs
32 Rehia road, Massey
WAITAKERE 0614
rodney.jacobs@nzdf.mil.nz

42. Rodney Model Aviation Club (Inc)
Hayden Purdy
8 Dorchester Place
OREWA 0931
09 427 5906
hayden@aurium.co.nz

37. Rotorua M.A.C. (Inc)
Andy Watson
109 Western Road, Ngongotaha
ROTORUA 3010
07 357 5656  
top.place@xtra.co.nz

80. Rural Flying Corps
David Mitchell
217 Stanton Rd, RD 2
AMBERLEY 7482
d.ymitchell@xtra.co.nz

84. SAM 1928
Martin Evans
1166A East Coast Road
RD 4  ALBANY 0794
Ph 09 473 4158  
Martin.evans@ihug.co.nz

62. South Canterbury M.A.C. (Inc)
Mr Graeme Dellow 
33 Harper Street, Parkside 
TIMARU 8601 
03 6845832  
gndellow@xtra.co.nz

39. South Otago M.A.C. (Inc)
Mrs Rose Langley
3 Cossens Street
BALCLUTHA 9230
03 418 4431    
glangley@ihug.co.nz

16. Far North R/C Fliers
Adrian Evans
280 Kapiro Road
1 RD KERIKERI 0294
sueevans_12@hotmail.com
09 4073574

38. Feilding Model Flying Circle
Des Richards
06 324 0007  
desr2727@gmail.com

13. Gisborne Model Aeroplane Club
Phil Goodwin
105 Balance Street, Whataupoko
GISBORNE 4010
06 868 4706  
pandry@xtra.co.nz

14. Gore Model Aero Club (Inc)
Peter Salmond
No 6 RD
GORE 
027 208 9031 

15. Hamilton Model Aero Club (Inc)
Alan Rowson 
18A Mahoe St, Melville
HAMILTON 3206
07 843 3889 
alan48linda47@gmail.com

17. Hawera M.A.C. 
Maureen Malcolm
456 Tempsky Road
RD 15 HAWERA 4675
Ph 06 272 6514  
peter.maureen@xtra.co.nz

71. Hibiscus Coast Radio Flyers
Henny Remkes
Box 468
Orewa
AUCKLAND 0946
027 441 1484
henny.remkes@gmail.com

36. Highbrook Aeromodellers Club Inc
Allan Twinch
114 Allum Street
Kohimaramara
AUCKLAND 1071
021 597 559   
info@ham.org.nz

40. Invercargill Radio Fliers - Southland 
M.A.C.
Les Greer
38 Coronation Street, Strathern
INVERCARGILL 9812
03 216 8556 
l-j@xtra.co.nz

19. Kaiapoi M.A.C. (Inc)
Mark Strawbridge
507 Pesters Road 
RD 5 RANGIORA 7475
027-704-5894  
mark.strawbridge@gmail.com

95. Kaitaia Flyers
Ken Subritzky
359 Pairatahi Rd Rd3 
KAITAIA 0482
021 524 949  
kensubritzky@gmail.com 

78. Kapiti Aeromodellers Club Inc
Paul Buckrell
021 422 633
paul.buckrell@gmail.com

20. Kerikeri Model Aero Club
Mike King
80 Riverview Road
KERIKERI 0230 
09 407 8959  
mike_rosie@xtra.co.nz

21. Levin Model Aeroplane Club (Inc)
Jonathan Shorer
21 Emma Drive, RD 31
Waikawa Beach Rd LEVIN 5573
06 362 6313 
lmacinc@xtra.co.nz

22. Marlborough Associated Modellers 
C J McMillan
16 Avening Close
BLENHEIM 7201
03 578 0716  
carlmcmillan@ihug.co.nz

23. Matamata-Piako M.A.C.
G D Giles
105 Beaumaris Boulevard, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 5791126

69. McLeans Island Scale Flyers (Inc)
Richard Tier
PO Box 52322
KIRWEE 7543
03 352 0317  
tierrich@gmail.com

66. Mercury Bay Aero Club (Inc)
Tony Pilmer
49 Catherine Cres 
WHITIANGA 3510 
07 866 2825  
mbac@xtra.co.nz

72. Model Aviation Northland (Inc)
Rod Beehre
09 436 0301   
rnbeehre@clear.net.nz
www.modelaviationnorthland.co.nz

18. Model Flying Hawkes Bay (Inc)
Brian Voyce
10 Beamish Street, Frimley
HASTINGS 4120
06 878 7321 
b.voyce1@kinect.co.nz

24. Nelson Model Aero Club (Inc)
Brian Ransby
41 Convent Drive
NELSON 7011
03 548 9914 
bridan2@xtra.co.nz

25. New Plymouth M.A.C. (Inc)
Keith Butler
P O Box 574, 
New Plymouth Mail Centre
NEW PLYMOUTH
06 751 3087  
keithbutler@xtra.co.nz

91. New Zealand Jet Modellers 
Association (Inc.)
Roger Hutson
5 Hansard place, Bethlehem
TAURANGA 3110
07 579 2509   secretary@nzjma.com

29. NOCLASS  M.A.C.
Adrian Hamilton
9 Red Hill Road
PAPAKURA 2110
ashcustomworks@gmail.com

26. North Shore M.A.C. (Inc)
Linda Gedye
65 Jean MacKay Place
Dairy Flat, RD 4  AUCKLAND 0794
09 421 0213   
grantandlinda@xtra.co.nz

67. Northern Helicopter Modellers Club
Steve Nichols
PO Box 87, Albany Village
AUCKLAND 0755
09 415 9278  
snheli@xtra.co.nz

98. Northern Miniature Aerobatics Club
Frazer Briggs
125 Laxon Road
RD 8 HAMILTON 3288
021 288 9455  
frazer@pbgsoftware.co.nz

27. Oamaru Power Model Aero Club (Inc)
Jeff Armstrong
10 Chambers Street
RD 14 OAMARU 
jlkt@kinect.co.nz
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94. Southern Lakes Model Fliers Club
Mike Barker
662 Ballantyne Road RD 2
WANAKA 9382
03 443 2800 or 020 402 01897
mike.barker@otago.ac.nz

98. Springhill Aviation Club Inc
Tony Lloyd
Somerset, 11 Guy Rd, RD 1 Warkworth
AUCKLAND 0981
09 425 0446 or 021 725 876   
somerset11@clear.co.nz

41. Tamaki M.A.C.(Inc)
Glenn Orr
187 Gills Road, Halfmoon Bay
AUCKLAND
Ph 09 369 2990 
glenn@fusionelectronics.com

43. Taupo Model Fliers Inc
Alex Brodie
31A Korimako Road
TAUPO 2730
ana_brodie@xtra.co.nz

44. Tauranga M.A.C. (Inc)
Dave Marriott 
41 Acornia Close 
TAURANGA 3112 
07 544 4187 or 021 909 407   
taurangamodelfly@gmail.com
www.taurangamodelfly.nz

76. The Whangarei Blue Goose Flying 
Group
Tony Harris
09 438 5520
a.i.harris@clear.net.nz

56. Wellington M.A.C. (Inc)
Phil Bolton
176B Katherine Mansfield Drive
RD 1, Upper Hutt 5371
04 527 3299 
secretary@wmac.org.nz  

57. Wellington Radio Flyers (Inc)
Mike Brider 
113 John Sims Drive, Johnsonville 
WELLINGTON 6037
04 478 9365 

7. West Coast Radio Flyers (SI)
John Browning
29 Kilgour Road
GREYMOUTH 7805
03 768 4962  
jdbrowning@xtra.co.nz

70. Western Bay Model Flyers Inc
Dave Evans
26 Mayor View Terrace 
WAIHI BEACH 3611
07 863 5987 
wbaymf@gmail.com

58. Western Districts M.A.C.
Keith Ryman
87 Colwill Road, Massey East
AUCKLAND 0614
09 832 4676  
keith.ryman@internationalpaint.com

59. Whakatane Modellers
Jo Spod
99 Putiki Road 
RD 3 Edgecumbe
WHAKATANE 3193
07 304 6311   
jospod@clear.net.nz 

60.Whangarei M.A.C. (Inc)
Graham Main
P O Box 55 
MAUNGATAPERE 0152
09 434 7333 
gramain@xtra.co.nz   

61. Wigram Model Aero Club
Allan Woodley
147 Halswell Road
CHRISTCHURCH 8024
03 338 0462

50. Thames Blackfeet M.A.C.
Ian Palmer
PO Box 504
WHANGAPARAOA 0943
09 428 6994 
blackfeetflyers@hotmail.co.nz

88. Tuakau Model Aero Club (Inc)
David Squires
17A Shannon Grove
PUKEKOHE 2120
Ph 09 238 5033   
dbs@ihug.co.nz

93. Waimak Radio Flyers
Barry Lennox, 
52 Siena Place, 
KAIAPOI RD 2 7692 
(03) 310 6628

52. Waimate MAC
Greg Clarkson
21 Rhodes Street
Waimate 7924
(03) 6898478   
4clarksons@vodafone.co.nz

53. Wairarapa M.A.C.
Ian Henderson
84 Upper Plain Road
Masterton 5810 
06 370 4693   
henderson@ihug.co.nz

55. Wanganui Aero Modellers Club (Inc)
Keith Safey
1 Spurdle St
WANGANUI 4500
06 345 0495  
kjsafey@xtra.co.nz 

Tony Witheys RNZAF Aermacchi 339 

INTERNATIONAL

TOKOROA 2017
Spectacular

Jet
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Leading Model & Hobby Specialists
72 Kent Street

P O Box 5165, Frankton
HAMILTON Tel (07) 847 5292

Late night Thursday, 
Open Saturday morning.
Extensive range of Kits,

Engines, Radio Control Systems,
Spares and accessories

FULL BACK-UP SERVICE

FRANKTON MODEL SHOP

NORTHLAND

WAIKATO
AUCKLAND

AUCKLAND

10 John Street,
Whangarei.
Tel/Fax 09 438 8778

Darryl Applegate

Come in and browse!
9.30am to 5pm Monday to Friday.

9.30am to 2pm Saturday.

R/C planes, boats, cars, including accessories.
APC, Du-Bro, Futaba, HiTEC, Ming Yang, O.S.,
SAB, Spektrum, Sullivan.Great Planes, Airsail,

E-sky, Kyosho Tamiya and more
Cool Power oil and nitro, and ready mixed fuel.

Great range of die-cast cars & plastic kits.
Trains, slot cars, modeling & scenery supplies,

paints & glues, and much more. Bring the family! 
Gift vouchers available. Mail orders. Credit cards welcome.

Ask about our 10% discount for all NZMAA members!

onestopmodelhobby@xtra.co.nz

R/C Aircraft Specialists
PO BOX 218 WHANGAREI

Tel: 027 294 6918 or Fax 09 434 7402
Email atomichobbysupplies@xtra.co.nz

Mercury adhesives, Balsawood, APC Atomic
Fastenings, Tru-Turn, Hayes, Tettra MK, OS
Engines, YS Engines, HatoriAir Wild, TME,

Futaba, EZ, Krill Aircraft & more!

Importers and Distributors of quality Hobby Products

MODEL & HOBBY

ONE
STOP

At RC hobbies, we sell a range of 
helicopters, planes, parts, fuel 

and accessories. 
We are the New Zealand dealer for RJX 
and are well stocked with Thunder Tiger, 

E Sky, E-flite and more.
We are continually growing our range 

and looking for new and exciting products, 
so keep checking our website regulary.

We sell premix nitro fuel and ship 
nationwide with no extra dangerous 

goods charges. We will
also blend to whatever mix you need.

                     Website:  www.rchobbies.co.nz
                     EmaiI: sales@rchobbies.co.nz

Suppliers of all Airsail products

299 Native Road  Pukekawa 2696

Auckland

Ph: 09 233 4014

theteam@airsail.co.nz

New Zealand Sales Agent for 
Japan Remote Control JR PROPO Systems

www.airsailmodels.co.nz

Top of the South Model Centre
240 Queen Street, Richmond, 

Nelson, NZ Tel/Fax 03 544 8079
Stockists of: Hitec, Futaba, JR Radios, R/C, SC, 

OS, Super Tigre Engines, GWS Systems & 
indoor equipment, electric flight products 

& kits and accessories from around the world

www.hobbycentral.co.nz

Rossi, Nelson, O.P.S. Phelan Rossi,

HOBBY CENTRAL

HENDERSON RACING

NELSON

CHRISTCHURCH

82 Rose Street
CHRISTCHURCH

24hr Tel/Fax (03) 337 1091
Suppliers to the racing fraternity

Sherlock Propellers,
Murphy Mustang, JR

For all your RC needs
Parts, planes, helicopters,cars, fuel,
kitsets, building materials and more

Best service in town.
Ask about our Loyalty Points

243 Colombo Street, Sydenham
Christchurch  03 337 6581
www.playconcepts.co.nz

playco@xtra.co.nz

020 4125 2418

sales@wattsup.co.nz

WATTS up hobbies
Electric Flight Specialists

A huge range of RC products on line

Contact John for any enquiries

www.wattsup.co.nz

Scorpion - Parkzone - Dubro - Hitec
Solarfilm - Spectrum - MPJET - APC

Aeronaut - Tamiya - Align
Top Models - Multiplex - Depron

Dubro, Sullivan, Futaba, Spektrum, K&S products,
Cool Power, Solarfilm, Oracover, APC & Garvon

props and many more.

200 Robertson Rd, Mangere 2024
AUCKLAND    Bus/AH 09 275 5842

Workshop Facilities:

 email: slipstream_models@clear.net.nz

SLIPSTREAM MODEL 
RESTORATION WORKSHOP

Specialists in plans from all top designs from 

around the globe plus others less known

Plans & accessories catalogue - $41.50 inc postage

MVVS Engines, spares & accessories.

Robart retracts including full spares, Zenoah

Model building to any stage, plus repairs
Fibreglass moulding - fuselage-cowls-spats, 

Canopy pressing, Latex moulding, 
Metal laser cutting, Foam cutting & shaping

Plus full engine repairs & overhauls, 
Radio & Accessories repairs

BAY OF PLENTY

EPP & Electric Kits
CNC Foam Wing Cutting

Carbon Fibre Rod & Tube
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